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Abstract
Molecular dynamics (MD) is a computational method employed for studying the dynamics of nanoscale bi-
ological systems on nanosecond to microsecond timescales. Using MD, researchers can utilize experimental
data from crystallography and cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) to explore the functional dynamics of
biological systems. The timescale reach of the molecular dynamics tool is limited by how fast femtosec-
ond timesteps can be sequentially integrated; today’s fast computers allow simulation speeds of tens of
nanoseconds of simulation time per day, which typically limits simulation lengths to hundreds of nanosec-
onds. This work explores three ways whereby the timescale reach of molecular dynamics can be lengthened
beyond nanoseconds, to the millisecond timescales of cellular processes. First, a theoretical model of flag-
ellin translocation allows nanosecond timescale MD simulations to explore the hour-long process of bacterial
flagellum elongation. Second, a generalized Born model of implicit solvent accelerates simulation through
reduced computational expense as well as increased conformational sampling due to reduced viscosity of
the implicit solvent. Finally, advanced computing technologies, such as graphics processing units, accelerate
simulation speeds of hybrid GB/SA implicit solvent models, thereby directly increasing simulation lengths.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Molecular dynamics (MD) is a computational method [1] employed for studying the dynamics of nanoscale
biological systems on nanosecond to microsecond timescales [2]. Using MD, researchers can utilize experimen-
tal data from crystallography and cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) to explore the functional dynamics
of biological systems [3].
Molecular dynamics has already enabled modeling of biomolecular systems and processes, e.g., viral
infection [4, 5], interactions between diseases and therapeutics [6, 7], blood coagulation [8–15], and amyloid
fibril formation [16–21]. Only by continually adopting latest methodologies and technologies can researchers
extend the reach of MD to the millisecond-scale [22] cellular processes, vital to life.
The timescale reach of the molecular dynamics tool is limited by how fast femtosecond timesteps can be
sequentially calculated; today’s fast computers allow simulation speeds of tens of nanoseconds of simulation
time per day which typically limits simulation lengths to hundreds of nanoseconds. This work explores three
ways whereby the timescale reach of molecular dynamics can be lengthened, beyond nanoseconds, to cellular
timescales. First, a theoretical model of flagellin translocation allows nanosecond timescale MD simulations
to explore the hour-long process of flagellum elongation. Second, a generalized Born model of implicit solvent
accelerates simulation through reduced computational expense as well as increased conformational sampling
due to reduced viscosity of the implicit solvent. Finally, advancing computing technologies, such as graphics
processing units, accelerates simulation speeds which increases simulation lengths.
1.1 Theoretical Model of Flagellin Translocation
The bacterial flagellum is a self-assembling filament, which bacteria use for swimming [23–26]. It is built
from tens of thousands of flagellin monomers in a self-assembly process that involves translocation of the
monomers through the flagellar interior, a channel, to the growing tip [27, 28]. Flagellum monomers are
pumped into the filament at the base, move unfolded along the channel and then bind to the tip of the
filament, thereby extending the growing flagellum [29–33]. The flagellin translocation process, due to the
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Figure 1.1: Because modern computers can only calculate millions of femtosecond timesteps per day, molecu-
lar dynamics simulations typically only reach timescales of hundreds of nanoseconds. While nanosecond-scale
simulations are able to probe biological phenomena such as simple protein folding, they cannot probe the
longer timescales of cellular processes.
flagellum maximum length of 20 µm, is an extreme example of protein transport through channels.
A straightforward approach to the study of flagellum elongation might be an all atom simulation of
translocating flagellin and the elongating filament; however, the large size of the flagellum and the long time
scale of growth render this approach intractable. Therefore, another strategy is adopted, which starts from
a mathematical model of the translocation-elongation process; the model describes all properties influencing
the process rate, including flagellin density, compressibility and friction, and reproduces the observation
reported in [27] as well as overall filament length. The local physical properties underlying the model are
then verified through molecular dynamics simulations, the model thus furnishing a bridge between small
molecule-short time scale properties of the translocating flagellin accessible to molecular dynamics and the
large size-long time behavior of the growing flagellum accessible to experiment [27].
1.2 Implicit Solvent
Because biological processes take place in the aqueous environment of the cell, a critical component of any
biological MD simulation is the solvent model employed [34, 35]. An accurate solvent model must reproduce
water’s effect on solutes such as the free energy of solvation, dielectric screening of solute electrostatic
interactions, hydrogen bonding and van der Waals interactions with solute.
An alternative representation of the aqueous environment of the cell is furnished by implicit solvent
descriptions which eliminate the need for explicit solvent molecules. The generalized Born implicit solvent
(GBIS) model, used by MD programs CHARMM [36, 37], Gromacs [38, 39], Amber [40] and NAMD [41–43],
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furnishes a fast approximation for calculating the electrostatic interaction between atoms in a dielectric
environment described by the Poisson-Boltzmann equation. The absence of explicit water molecules also
eliminates the viscosity imposed on simulated solutes, allowing faster equilibration of solute conformations
and better conformational sampling, thus lengthening the effective simulation timescale.
To illustrate the utility of NAMD’s parallel GBIS implementation and how the use of implicit solvent
can accelerate simulations and lengthen the simulation timescale, we simulate the Escherichia coli ribosome.
The ribosome is the cellular machine that translates genetic information on mRNA into protein chains.
During protein synthesis, the ribosome complex fluctuates between two conformational states, namely the
so-called classical and ratcheted state [44]. During transition from classical to ratcheted state, the ribosome
undergoes multiple, large conformational changes, including an inter-subunit rotation between its 50S and
30S subunits [44] and the closing of its L1 stalk in the 50S subunit [45] (see 3.4).The large conformational
changes during the transition from classical to ratcheted state are essential for translation [46] as suggested
by previous cryo-EM data [47]. To demonstrate the benefits of NAMD GBIS, we simulate the large con-
formational changes during ratcheting of the ∼250,000-atom ribosome using molecular dynamics flexible
fitting.
1.3 Advanced Computing Technology: the Graphics Processing
Unit
Though originally developed for high-quality rendering, graphics processing units (GPUs) are well suited
for accelerating parallel MD simulations. A single GPU may contain 16 multiprocessors (MP), each with 32
cores, making a 512-core processor which can be much more powerful than typical 8 or 16-core CPU pro-
cessors. GPUs have already accelerated biological computing applications such as: molecular modeling [48],
electrostatics [49], molecular orbital display [50], simulations of protein diffusion in whole cells [51].
An ideal application for computing with GPUs and CPUs is the generalized Born (GB) implicit solvent
calculation with solvent-accessible surface area (SA) calculation, commonly abbreviated GB/SA. A GB/SA
implicit solvent simulation employs the GB calculation to account for the polar, i.e., hydrophilic, effects
of water and the SA calculation to model the nonpolar, i.e., hydrophobic, effect of water [52]. While GB
force calculation is amenable to the GPU, certain characteristics of the LCPO’s SA calculation make CPU
calculation more suitable.
A new hybrid algorithm for GB/SA simulations on heterogeneous GPU/CPU computers allows for faster
and more efficient MD simulations. Using the modern computational technologies such as the GPU is
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necessary for achieving fast simulations. As it often not feasible nor ideal to perform every necessary
calculation on the GPU, it becomes increasingly important to develop methods for overlapping GPU and
CPU calculations. The present work demonstrates an efficient method for performing GB/SA simulations
on hybrid CPU/GPU computers, with the GB [53] calculation being performed on the GPU while the
SA is calculated by the linear combination of pairwise overlaps [54] method. By incorporating GPUs into
MD calculations, simulation speeds are advanced and longer timescale simulations can be achieved, as
demonstrated through ∼250 benchmark simulations.
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Chapter 2
Theoretical and Computational
Investigation of Flagellin
Translocation and Bacterial Flagellum
Growth
2.1 Introduction
In many living systems, proteins need to be transported from where they are synthesized to where they are
needed. Protein transport often requires unfolded proteins to pass through narrow pores or channels. Exam-
ples of protein transport systems are SecY [55] or the mitochondrial TOM (translocase of outer membrane)
and TIM (translocase of inner membrane) [56]. Translocation can be driven by passive diffusion [57] or
by active, i.e., energy consuming, transport [58]. Much theoretical research has focused on protein translo-
cation through pores [57, 59–62] and channels [63, 64]. The bacterial flagellum, which allows bacteria to
propel themselves [23–26], is a unique class of protein transport systems in that the conducting channel is
considerably longer than the translocated protein [65].
The flagellar filament is typically L = 10 − 20 µm long and is built from tens of thousands of flagellin
monomers stacked in a helical pattern leaving an interior space, the channel, as shown in Fig. 2.1 [27, 28].
Each repeat of the helix involves 11 monomers and a rise of 52 A˚. The flagellin protein, PDB code 1UCU [28],
consists of 494 amino acids. Fig. 2.1 shows the structure of the four flagellin domains, D0 (residues 1-55,
451-494), D1 (residues 56-176, 402-450), D2 (residues 177-189, 284-401), and D3 (residues 190-283) [28,
66, 67]. CD0 (residues 457-494) is an α-helix at the C-terminus, which comprises the inner surface of the
filament channel that has a radius of R = 10 A˚ [28].
The flagellum is a self-assembling system. In the basal body, which anchors the rotating flagellum to
the cell membrane [68], a type III secretion system pumps newly synthesized, unfolded, flagellin monomers
into the flagellum channel [29–33]. Each added monomer displaces it’s distal neighbor toward the tip of the
filament, the secretion pump providing the driving force to translocate all flagellins in the channel toward
Material in this chapter is reproduced in part with permission from David E. Tanner, Wen Ma, Zhongzhou Chen and Klaus
Schulten, “Theoretical and computational investigation of flagellin translocation and bacterial flagellum growth,” Biophysical
Journal, 100:607-614 (2011).
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the growing tip. The flagellin monomers translocate in an unfolded conformation through the filament to
the distal end of the flagellum, where they fold into an active conformation and bind to the filament with the
help of a cap protein, thereby extending the flagellum [69]. Though both flagellum and translocating protein
are comprised of flagellin, the term flagellin will be used here to denote only the translocating, unfolded,
protein.
Figure 2.1: Flagellum structure. The flagellum is built from flagellin monomers stacked in a helical pattern.
(A) The folded flagellin consists of four domains: D0 (blue), D1 (brown), D2 (red) and D3 (gold). (B) View
along the filament axis shows how the domains are ordered by their distance from the channel’s center. D0 is
the inward most domain. CD0 is the α-helix at the C terminus of the D0 domain; it comprises the channel’s
inner surface. (C) Side view, with most of the filament monomers removed, shows how an unfolded flagellin
monomer (magenta) spreads through the filament channel at near maximal extension.
Regarding flagellum growth, Iino demonstrated that the rate of filament elongation in vivo decays expo-
nentially with length, while the growth rate in vitro (allowing flagellin in bulk water to bind directly to the
flagellum tip without traversing the flagellum) is constant [27]. The in vivo decrease in rate was shown to
result from a decrease in translocation efficiency as the filament grows. Levy sought to describe the flagellum
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growth rate in terms of a concentration gradient of a flagellar binding factor [70, 71]. This model, developed
before the channel structure had been solved [25], was based on the assumption that flagellin could freely
diffuse from the base to the tip and did not correctly reproduce the exponential decay in the growth rate [27].
We explain the observed filament growth rate and its length-dependence in terms of the molecular properties
of unfolded, i.e., translocating, flagellin and of folded flagellin, helically assembled into a flagellum.
A straightforward approach to the intended study might be an all atom simulation of translocating
flagellin and the elongating filament; however, the large size of the flagellum and the long time scale of growth
render this approach intractable. The authors, rather, adopt a strategy, which starts from a mathematical
model of the translocation-elongation process; the model describes all properties influencing the process
rate, including flagellin density, compressibility and friction, and reproduces the observation reported in [27]
as well as overall filament length. The local physical properties underlying the model are then verified
through molecular dynamics simulations, the model thus furnishing a bridge between small molecule-short
time scale properties of the translocating flagellin accessible to molecular dynamics and the large size-long
time behavior of the growing flagellum accessible to experiment [27].
Below, we present the theoretical description of flagellin translocation, which includes several assumptions
that are either assumed self-evident or verified through simulation. Next, we outline the molecular dynamics
simulations employed to verify the assumptions made and to furnish key system parameters needed to
calculate the flagellum growth rate.
2.2 Methods
Our mathematical description of flagellin translocation is based on a minimum set of rather self-evident
assumptions and on certain mechanical properties. The model is shown to agree well with observed growth
rates, in particular, their length dependence. Molecular dynamics simulations carried out to test the rela-
tionship between model and molecular characteristics are then described.
2.2.1 Theory of Flagellin Translocation and Flagellum Growth
Our description of translocating unfolded flagellin is based on five position-dependent properties. These
properties depend on their distance from the channel tip, x, and on the length of the flagellum, L. We
emphasize that x denotes the distance from the tip, not from the base. The five characteristics are (1)
flagellin density, ρ(x, L) (in units flagellin/volume); (2) flagellin pressure, p(x, L) (in units force/area); (3)
friction density, g(x, L) (in units force/area); the friction is due to atomic interactions at the contact surface
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between flagellin and channel; (4) flagellin flux, φ(x, L) (in units flagellin/(time area); (5) translocation
velocity, v(x, L) (in units length time).
The theoretical description begins with a derivation of flagellin pressure, p(x, L). It then uses this
expression to derive expressions for the remaining four flagellin properties. Finally, the flagellum growth
rate is calculated from these properties. The derivation is based on several conditions, which the translocating
flagellin system must meet in order for the model to apply. These conditions are stated and are either argued
to be self-evident or are verified through molecular dynamics simulations.
We start by postulating
Condition 1 Flagellin pressure, p, is isotropic.
The radial pressure which unfolded flagellin exerts against the channel surface should be equal to the axial
pressure which it exerts on its proximal and distal neighbors,
paxial = pradial . (2.1)
Indeed we expect that a denatured protein, a self-avoiding but otherwise rather flexible polymer, possesses
this property typical for a fluid and does relay compression, exerted on it axially, also radially.
The next two postulates,
Condition 2 Friction density, g, is proportional to flagellin pressure, p,
and
Condition 3 Translocating flagellin is in mechanical equilibrium,
are closely related and rely on the fact that the maximum translocation velocity in the flagellar channel
is on the order of 1 nm/ms while the maximum growth rate, V0, is ∼ 0.1 A˚/ms [27]; this slow velocity is
central to the behavior of friction between a flagellin and the channel. For velocities below a critical velocity,
vc (typically ∼1 nm/ms), friction is not characterized by a velocity-dependent dynamic friction, but rather
by velocity-independent static friction [72, 73], known as “creeping” static friction [74, 75]. Because of
the small driving forces and slow translocation rates present in the flagellum, flagellar friction is due to
creeping static friction [76]. The flagellin-channel friction manifests itself through resistance to lateral (along
channel axis) force which, over a segment [x + dx, x], is due to the pressure difference at x + dx and x
and measures flateral = piR
2p(x + dx, L) − piR2p(x, L). The resisting force, creeping static friction, is due
to adhesion of flagellin to the channel surface, 2piRdx, and is stated the form fresistance = 2piRg(x, L)dx
where g(x, L) is the static friction per unit contact area. Both channel surface and translocating flagellin are
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fluctuating conformationally, such that adhesion interactions are constantly formed and broken; as a result
flateral imposes a bias that the flagellin re-forms its contacts with the channel further toward the distal
tip; fresistance arises from the number of adhesion spots averaged along the channel and through time. This
average is proportional to the number of flagellin surface atoms pressing against the channel wall and, hence,
is proportional to the isotropic pressure of flagellin. Since translocation is so slow, Condition 2 cannot be
tested through simulation. However, we demonstrate below that in the pressure and density ranges relevant
for flagellin transport, pressure and surface contact density (number of contacts exposed to channel surface
per unit surface area), namely Ncontact/Acontact, are linearly related,
paxial ∼ Ncontact/Acontact . (2.2)
We express Condition 2 through
g = αp (2.3)
where α is a dimensionless proportionality coefficient, and Condition 3 through
piR2p(x+ dx, L) − piR2p(x, L) − 2piR g(x, L)dx = 0 . (2.4)
For dx→ 0, this reads
∂x p(x, L) = (2/R)g(x, L) . (2.5)
Equation 2.5 and Eq. 2.3 combine to the differential equation
∂x p(x, L) = (2α/R)p(x, L) , (2.6)
the solution of which is
p(x, L) = p0(L) exp[(2α/R)x] . (2.7)
In Eq. 2.7, p0(L) is the flagellin pressure at the tip of the flagellum that pushes flagellin against the cap
protein and is controlled through the non-zero force, ftip [69], with which the cap protein resists flagellin to
pass through the tip, such that the condition
p0(L) = ftip/piR
2 (2.8)
holds. Accordingly we assume
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Figure 2.2: Flagellin Pressure. Using the system parameters listed in Table 2.2, including P =
100 (kcal/mol)/s, with Eq. 2.9 of the main text, flagellin pressure is shown as a function of position along
the flagellum for the case L = 20µm. Pressure is highest at the flagellum base (position = 0) and lowest
at the the flagellum tip (position = 20 µm). This plot reveals the flagellin pressure range relevant to the
flagellum, namely [1× 10−5, 0.02] (kcal/mol)/A˚3.
Condition 4 Flagellin pressure at the flagellar tip is ftip/piR
2.
Equation 2.8 implies that p(x, L) is L-independent, namely
p(x) = (ftip/piR
2) exp[(2α/R)x] ; (2.9)
Fig. 2.2 plots p(x) for the flagellum. Equation 2.9, combined with Eq. 2.3, now yields an expression for
friction density,
g(x) = (ftipα/piR
2) exp[(2α/R)x] . (2.10)
A crucial property controlling translocation in the flagellar channel is the isothermal compressibility,
κT, of the translocated flagellin. For a given relationship between exerted pressure and flagellin density,
the compressibility is κT = −V −1(dV/dp)T where V = N ρ−1. If the flagellin atoms were disconnected,
non-interacting point particles, the ideal gas law would hold, namely, p = kB T ρ. This pressure-density
relationship is clearly an oversimplification. A more realistic description represents flagellin as a so-called
Gaussian chain [77, 78]. In the case of this simple polymer model holds approximately the relationship
p ≈ kBT
[
ρ˜ +
1
3
b pi4R4L0 ρ˜
3
]
(2.11)
as we demonstrate in Appendix A. Here b is the so-called effective bond length for a Gaussian chain (b
equals two times the polymer persistence length lp [78]), L0 the length of the polymer chain when it is
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Figure 2.3: Flagellin Density. Using the system parameters listed in Table 2.2, including P =
100 (kcal/mol)/s, with Eq. 2.13 of the main text, flagellin density is shown as a function of position along
the flagellum for the case L = 20 µm. Density is highest at the flagellum base (position = 0) and lowest at
the flagellum tip (position = 20 µm). This plot reveals the flagellin density range relevant to the flagellum,
namely density in the range [0.011, 0.12] atoms/A˚3. For comparison, the density of fully stretched flagellin
in the channel is ∼0.01 atoms/A˚3, while the density of bulk water is ∼0.1 atoms/A˚3.
totally stretched, and ρ˜ the density of one polymer chain, defined through the polymer atom density /
number of the atoms in a single polymer. One can see from Eq. 2.11 and Appendix A that for increasing
ρ˜ holds p ≈ γ ρ˜β with β = 3. In this case holds κT = 1/βp. In a more realistic description the actual
exponent β should differ from β = 3 due to atomic interactions that are neglected in the Gaussian chain
model [77]. Accordingly, we stipulate
Condition 5 Flagellin pressure is a power of flagellin density,
namely,
p = γ (ρ/ρ0)
β (2.12)
where ρ0 =1 atom/A˚
3 is a reference pressure.
According to Eq. 2.9 and Eq. 2.12, flagellin density can now be expressed
ρ(x) = (ftip/γpiR
2)1/β exp [2α x/Rβ] ρ0 ; (2.13)
Fig. 2.3 plots ρ(x) for the flagellum. The flagellin flux, φ, is the product of flagellin density, ρ, and translo-
cation velocity, v,
φ(x, L) = ρ(x) v(x, L) . (2.14)
For the density of flagellin in the channel to be stationary (time-independent), protein flux must be inde-
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pendent of x. Equation 2.14, therefore, simplifies to
φ(L) = ρ(x)v(x, L) . (2.15)
This expression is most readily evaluated at x = L; for the evaluation we assume
Condition 6 Flagellin monomers are pumped into the channel at a constant power, P .
The pump power, P , equals the product of pressure, cross sectional area and translocation velocity at x = L,
i.e., P = piR2p(x) v(x, L)
∣∣
x=L
, which can be written
v(x, L)|x=L = P/
[
piR2p(x)
]∣∣
x=L
. (2.16)
Equation 2.15, combined with v(x, L)|x=L from Eq. 2.16, ρ(x)|x=L from Eq. 2.13 and p(x)|x=L from Eq. 2.9,
becomes
φ(L) = φ0 exp [(2α/R) (1/β − 1)L] (2.17)
where
φ0 = ρ0 (P/ftip)
(
ftip/γpiR
2
)1/β
. (2.18)
Finally, one can substitute in Eq. 2.15 φ(L) from Eq. 2.17 and ρ(x) from Eq. 2.13 and obtain
v(x, L) = (P/ftip) exp {− (2α/R) [L − (L − x) /β]} ; (2.19)
Fig. 2.4 shows v(x, L) for the flagellum.
2.2.2 Rate of Flagellin Translocation and Flagellum Growth
We can now express the growth velocity of the flagellum, V (L) (in units length/time), as the product of
the frequency with which flagellin monomers reach the tip, piR2φ(L) and the length which each flagellin
contributes to L, λ = 5 A˚/flagellin, namely
V (L) = λpi R2 φ(L) , (2.20)
which, by substituting φ(L) from Eq. 2.17, becomes
V (L) = V0 exp (−L/a) (2.21)
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Figure 2.4: Flagellin Translocation Velocity. Using the system parameters listed in Table 2.2, including
P = 100 (kcal/mol)/s, with Eq. 2.19 of the main text, flagellin translocation velocity is shown as a function
of flagellum length. The upper curve plots vtip = v(x = 0, L), the translocation velocity at the flagellum tip,
where velocity is always highest; the lower curve plots vbase = v(x = L,L), the translocation velocity at the
flagellum base, where velocity is always lowest. For L = 0 (nascent flagellum) tip and base translocation
velocity are equal and highest since there is very little friction built up yet in the flagellum. As the flagellum
grows to its maximal length, both vtip and vbase decay to zero. The area between the two curves bounds the
range of relevant translocation velocities as a function of flagellum length.
where
a = (R/2α) / (1 − 1/β) (2.22)
and
V0 = λ ρ0
(
PpiR2/ftip
) (
ftip/γpiR
2
)1/β
. (2.23)
For β → 1 the decay length, a, becomes infinite and, therefore, the growth rate would be constant such
that V (L) = V0 holds in contrast to observation [27]; thus it is essential that β > 1 be established.
By defining the growth rate as the change in length with respect to time, i.e., V = dL(t)/dt, Eq. 2.21
can be integrated to express flagellum length as a function of time,
dL(t)/dt = V0 exp [−L(t)/a] (2.24)
the solution of which, for L(0) = 0, is
L(t) = a ln (1 + V0 t/a) . (2.25)
Fig. 2.10 presents L(t) for the flagellum.
This concludes the derivation of expressions for length, growth rate and the five flagellin translocation
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properties. These expressions offer a wealth of insight into flagellin translocation through the long, confining
flagellar channel and why the growth rate decays exponentially with length. Equation 2.13 states that, as the
flagellum grows, flagellin density at the base increases. As a result, friction at the base grows (c.f., Eq. 2.10).
Increasing friction causes pressure to increase at the base (c.f., Eq. 2.9). Since the secretion system operates
at constant power, the increasing pressure required to pump in flagellin at the base means that the rate of
insertion must decrease proportionally, thereby slowing the rate of translocation and, consequently, filament
growth.
According to Eq. 2.25 the flagellum can grow infinitely long. What then, halts the flagellum’s growth
at Lmax = 20 µm [27]? The answer is that even though the pump at the base of the filament operates at
a constant power P , it’s force cannot increase indefinitely. In fact, when the pump reaches it’s stall force,
fstall, filament elongation ceases, namely (c.f. Eq. 2.9), for
fstall = ftip exp (2αLmax/R) . (2.26)
From this follows
Lmax = (R/2α) ln(fstall/ftip) . (2.27)
The result shows that the maximum length of a flagellum can be extended by either increasing the ratio
fstall/ftip, or by decreasing the coefficient of friction, α, defined in Eq. 2.3. Due to the weak, namely only
logarithmic, dependence on fstall/ftip, α is the primary control of Lmax.
2.2.3 Verification of Flagellin Translocation Model
Below, Conditions 1 and 5 are verified for the flagellum through molecular dynamics simulations. It will
be demonstrated how compressing flagellin in a cylinder allows one to measure the needed physical char-
acteristics as a function of flagellin density. Conditions 2 and 3 are assumed to hold true for the flagellum
since the translocation velocity is extremely slow compared to the relaxation processes during translocation.
Condition 2 relies on theoretical arguments given above, the key one being a linear relationship between
pressure and the average number of adhesion points as stated by Eq. 2.2. Certainly, the linearity stated in
Eq. 2.3 can hold only over a limited pressure interval, but should hold for the low pressures as they arise
in flagellar transport. This will be demonstrated below. Condition 4 relates to the flagellum cap protein,
which helps the flagellin fold into place at the filament tip. Condition 6 is evident for biological pumps,
which operate by ATP hydrolysis at some fixed rate and have been shown to slow down under increasing
load [79, 80].
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2.2.4 Molecular Dynamics Simulation Methods
Ten non-equilibrium all-atom molecular dynamics simulations were performed (see Table 2.1) to study flag-
ellin translocation and verify the conditions underlying our theoretical description. The first nine simulations
involve a segment of unfolded flagellin being compressed in a cylinder (see Fig. 2.5); the tenth simulation
is for a segment of flagellin translocated through the actual flagellar channel (see Fig. 2.6). We carried
out also 60 simulations of a flagellin segment equilibrating in implicit solvent while confined to cylinders of
different, but fixed, lengths and radii. Simulations were prepared and analyzed using VMD [81] and carried
out with NAMD [41]. In each simulation, temperature was held at 300 K by a Langevin thermostat, and
a pressure of 1 atm was maintained by a Nose´-Hoover Langevin-piston barostat with a period of 1 ns and
a decay rate of 300 ps; periodic boundary conditions were assumed. Multiple time stepping was employed
using an integration timestep of 1 fs, with short-range forces evaluated every two timesteps and long-range
electrostatic forces every four timesteps. The short-range forces were smoothed with a cutoff between 10
and 12 A˚, while long-range electrostatic interactions were calculated using the particle-mesh Ewald algo-
rithm. All simulations used the CHARMM22 [82] force field together with the TIP3P water model [83].
A salt strength of 200 mM KCl was assumed to neutralize the charge of the system and in keeping with
experiment [27]. The structure for flagellin monomers of Salmonella typhimurium was obtained from the
Protein Data Bank ; PDB code 1UCU [28]. The structure of the flagellar filament was solved by Yonekura
et al. [25, 28] and others [66, 67, 84].
Name Type Residues Channel Atoms Time
5A Comp 1-164 5 A˚ cyl 23,232 10 ns
5B Comp 165-329 5 A˚ cyl 23,142 10 ns
5C Comp 330-494 5 A˚ cyl 24,988 10 ns
7A Comp 1-164 7 A˚ cyl 31,811 10 ns
7B Comp 165-329 7 A˚ cyl 32,721 10 ns
7C Comp 330-494 7 A˚ cyl 33,800 10 ns
9A Comp 1-164 9 A˚ cyl 34,186 10 ns
9B Comp 165-329 9 A˚ cyl 32,077 10 ns
9C Comp 330-494 9 A˚ cyl 31,787 10 ns
CD0 Trans 1-100 CD0 69,664 52 ns
Equil Equil 1-164 60 cyls 2,445 447 ns
Table 2.1: Simulations performed. The first nine are simulations of unfolded flagellin being compressed in a
cylinder. The tenth simulation models flagellin translocation through the flagellum channel. The Equil group
of 60 simulations equilibrate flagellin segment A in cylinders of different geometries; simulations employed
an implicit solvent description.
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Figure 2.5: Flagellin compression simulation. To study the effects of confinement and density on transloca-
tion, three denatured flagellin segments, A, B and C, were compressed in cylinders of radii 5, 7 and 9 A˚. The
piston walls, shown as black vertical lines, were moved toward each other from time t0 (flagellin backbone
in blue) to time tf (flagellin backbone in red) at a velocity of 10 A˚/ns. Arrows indicate the piston force.
2.2.5 Flagellin Preparation
Flagellin was unfolded by fixing the N-terminal residue and pulling the C-terminal residue by steered molec-
ular dynamics [85] in vacuum to a linear density of 0.25 res/A˚. Once stretched, the monomer was divided
into three segments of equal length for the purpose of accelerated independent sampling: segment A with
residues 1-164, segment B with residues 165-329, and segment C with residues 330-494. Copies of each
stretched segment contracted and then equilibrated for 3 ns in a periodic water box while confined to cylin-
ders of three different radii, namely 5, 7 and 9 A˚, making nine segments, labeled 5A through 9C, as listed
in Table 2.1. Confinement to cylinders, achieved computationally through a Tcl force [41] (an external,
user-specified force), involved a radial force f = −k×max (r − rc, 0) to the backbone atoms; r is the atom’s
distance from the cylinder axis, rc is the cylinder radius; for k we assumed a value 10 (kcal/mol)/A˚
2.
2.2.6 Compression
The flagellin segments, still confined to their respective radii, were axially compressed by another Tcl
force [41], on the right side by f = −k ×max (x− xc, 0), and on the left side by f = +k ×min (x+ xc, 0),
where x is the atom’s x-coordinate (along the axis of the cylinder) and ±xc is the position of the right
and left compression walls (shown as vertical lines in Fig. 2.5). The walls move inward as the compression
progresses according to xc = x0 − vt where x0 = 120 A˚ is the initial position of the compression walls,
v = 10 A˚/ns is the velocity at which the compression walls move inward, and t is the simulation time; one
simulated system is illustrated in Fig. 2.5. Axial and radial pressure were calculated as the force exerted by
the cylinder’s two axial walls and radial wall on the protein, respectively, divided by their respective areas.
Density was calculated as the number of protein atoms divided by the cylinder’s changing volume.
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2.2.7 Equilibration
To test the relationship between axial and radial pressure and density at equilibrium, flagellin segment A
was equilibrated in cylinders of several lengths (L=150, 165, 180, 195, 210, 225 A˚) and radii (R = 5, 6, 7,
8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 A˚) for several nanoseconds each; larger cylinders were equilibrated longer according
to radius: 5 A˚ for 5.5 ns, 6-7 A˚ for 6 ns, 8-9 A˚ for 7 ns, 10-11 A˚ for 8 ns and 12-14 A˚ for 9 ns, totaling
447 ns of equilibration time. For accelerated equilibration, the generalized Born implicit solvent, model
GBOBCII [53], implemented in NAMD [41], was employed. The following parameters were changed in going
from explicit to implicit solvent simulations: the barostat, periodic boundary conditions and PME were not
employed; the nonbonded interaction cutoff was increased to 14 A˚; the cutoff for calculating Born radii was
set to 12 A˚; an implicit ion concentration of 0.5 M was assumed. The surface contact density is measured
as the number of surface contacts (defined as any atom outside the cylinder) divided by the cylinder radial
surface averaged over the trajectory.
2.2.8 Translocation
Flagellin translocation was simulated by pushing a denatured segment of flagellin through the flagellar
channel. The initial flagellar channel was built from 44 repeating flagellin monomers arranged helically
according to the flagellum structure reported in [25]. The flagellin segment resulting from simulation 5A
(see Table 2.1), after equilibration, but before compression, was truncated to 100 residues in order to fit the
flagellum segment. This truncated segment still represents the behavior of the entire flagellin as a denatured
protein, and contains the charged residues which are important for simulating the transient salt bridges. The
flagellin was placed in the filament channel without cylindrical restraints and, after removing overlapping
water molecules, the full system was equilibrated for 1 ns. During translocation, the backbone atoms of the
channel were held in place by harmonic restraints (k = 1 (kcal/mol)/A˚), while a Tcl force [41] was applied
to the flagellin’s backbone atoms to induce translocation. The force applied to each backbone atom was
f = −k ×min (x− x0, 0), with k = 1 (kcal/mol)/A˚; x is the atom’s coordinate along the channel axis, and
x0 the wall position; the wall was moved toward the tip at a velocity of 100 A˚/ns for 2.5 ns and then at a
velocity of 1 A˚/ns for 52 ns. The simulated channel originally required four full repeats (44 monomers) to
span the truncated flagellin segment 5A; after 2.5 ns, the 5A segment had compressed to half it’s original
length such that the channel could be shortened to two repeats without affecting system behavior. Because
the CD0 helices are the only part of the flagellar channel in contact with the translocating flagellin [28], all
other domains were removed from the channel structure, reducing computational cost; the resulting CD0
channel with translocating flagellin is shown in Fig. 2.6.
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Figure 2.6: Flagellin translocation simulation. To simulate flagellin translocation through the flagellum,
flagellin was pushed 52 A˚ through a channel lined by the CD0 domain (light brown). The repeating arginine
residues of the CD0 domains are shown in dark blue; the acidic and basic residues of the translocated flagellin
are shown in dark red and dark blue, respectively. One of several transient salt bridges is shown with the
interacting acidic and basic residues colored light red and light blue, respectively.
2.3 Results
Molecular dynamics simulations carried out are analyzed to test Conditions 1, 2 and 5 and to illustrate the
translocation of flagellin in the actual channel. It is crucial that our simulations probe flagellin properties
in ranges relevant to the flagellum. For this reason, plots of p(x), ρ(x) and v(x, L) are provided in Figs. 2.2,
2.3 and 2.4. Fig. 2.3 shows the relevant flagellin density range, [0.011, 0.12] atoms/A˚
3
.
2.3.1 Test of Condition 1
Condition 1 states that the pressure of cylindrically confined, unfolded flagellin is isotropic. The nine
compression and 60 equilibrium simulations allow complementary comparisons of axial and radial pressure.
The compression simulations allow measurement of pressure across a continuous range of densities with the
caveat that, even though the compression rate is slow, the compression process may still be off equilibrium.
The equilibrium simulations, on the other hand, allow pressure measurements under equilibrium conditions,
but only at discrete densities as determined by the selected volumes of the 60 cylinders. Fig. 2.7 presents the
data for the compression simulations. The relationship between axial and radial pressure is paxial = 2.9 pradial,
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Figure 2.7: Isotropic pressure of unfolded flagellin. Radial (y-axis) versus axial (x-axis) pressure for nine
compression simulations in cylinders of radius 5 A˚ (green), 7 A˚ (red) and 9 A˚ (blue). Each data point
represents a 10 ps snapshot of the pressures as compression progresses (from bottom left to top right). Inset:
Radial versus axial pressure for 60 equilibrium simulations; each point represents the average pressure of a
single simulation. Linear least squares fit demonstrates paxial = 0.97 pradial.
which verifies that axial and radial pressure are proportional under slow compression conditions. The axial
pressure is larger than the radial pressure as the compression walls must move the flagellin tens of A˚’s
through the viscous water that is getting expelled from the shrinking cylinder. Fig. 2.7 inset presents the
data for the equilibrium simulations; under equilibrium conditions axial and radial pressure are observed to
be related by paxial = 0.97 pradial which supports isotropicity and verifies Condition 1.
2.3.2 Test of Condition 2
The equilibrium simulations of confined flagellin allow comparison of the radial pressure of the flagellin and
the degree to which it contacts the confining cylinder, representing the channel. Fig. 2.8, which plots surface
contact density against radial pressure for the equilibrium simulations, shows that surface contact density
for each independent simulation is directly proportional to radial flagellin pressure. This result verifies that
increasing flagellin pressure increases contact density, which in turn increases static friction, as stipulated in
Condition 2.
2.3.3 Test of Condition 5
Both compression and equilibrium simulations allow characterization of pressure and density for the confined
unfolded flagellin. The pressure versus density data are shown in Fig. 2.9. To test Condition 5, the data
presented in Fig. 2.9 were fitted to Eq. 2.12. For the compression simulations the axial and radial pressures (in
units (kcal/mol)/A˚3) relate to density by paxial = 36 (ρ/ρ0)
3 and pradial = 26 (ρ/ρ0)
3.6 while the aggregate
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Figure 2.8: Surface Contact Density. Surface contact density, measured as number of atoms beyond the
confining cylinder, versus flagellin pressure, measured as the total force of the confining cylinder on the
flagellin segment, for each of the 60 equilibrium simulations. Samples at upper right are from simulations at
higher density while samples at lower left are from simulations at lower density. Because atoms which contact
the cylinder represent flagellin atoms which would interact with the flagellar channel (were it present), the
density of contacts between unfolded flagellin and the confining channel are proportional to flagellin pressure,
confirming Condition 2. Inset: The same data is presented in a log-log plot to highlight the proportional
relationship across a wide range of flagellin densities.
data are described by p = 29 (ρ/ρ0)
3.1. Fig. 2.9 inset shows, for the equilibrium simulations, flagellin
pressure and density related by p = 15 (ρ/ρ0)
3.2. While both types of simulation agree on β ≈ 3.2, γ from
the equilibrium simulations is half that of the compression simulations. The different γ values in equilibrium
and non-equilibrium compression simulations arise from the flagellin in the compression simulation having to
dynamically compress through viscous water and squeeze explicit water out of the shrinking cylinder, as it
becomes increasingly occupied by compressed flagellin, which adds a compression rate-dependent pressure.
To illustrate in how far the Gaussian chain pressure - density relationship in Eq. 2.11 holds, we compare
the prediction of this expression with the equilibrium simulation results (see data point in Fig. 2.9 denoted
through an arrow) for the low density of ρatom = 3.07 × 10−2 atoms/A˚3 and for Natom = 2445 (i.e.,
ρ˜ = ρatom/Natom = 1.25× 10−5 A˚−3) as well as for R = 13 A˚, L = 150 A˚, L0 ≈ 164× 5 A˚, and T = 300 K.
For a choice b = 40.5 A˚, one obtains from Eq. (2.11) agreement with the simulated pressure p = 4.33 ×
10−5 kcal/(mol A˚3). The persistence length of the flexible polymer chain would be half of the effective
bond length, b [78], i.e., would be 20 A˚, which falls into the persistence length range of 5-25 A˚ expected for
unfolded protein [86–88]; for example, the observed and theoretical persistence length of poly-L-alanine is
about 20 A˚ (see [89], Chap. 18).
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Figure 2.9: Pressure versus density of unfolded flagellin. Flagellin pressure versus density for nine compres-
sion simulations at cylinder radius 5 A˚ (green), 7 A˚ (red) and 9 A˚ (blue). The upper three curves show
axial pressure while the lower three show radial pressure. Each data point represents a 10 ps snapshot as
the compression progresses (from bottom left to top right). The two black curves represent the average fit of
Eq. 2.12 to the axial (p = 36 (ρ/ρ0)
3) and radial (p = 26 (ρ/ρ0)
3.6) pressures. Inset: Radial (red) and axial
(blue) pressure versus density for 60 equilibrium simulations (each data point marks the average pressure
and density of a single simulation). The black curve represents the average fit of Eq. 2.12 to the axial and
radial pressures (p = 15 (ρ/ρ0)
3.2). The arrow indicates location of a R = 13 A˚, L = 150 A˚ data point
used to match the Gaussian chain model to simulation data, using b (c.f. Eq. 2.11) as the fitting parameter.
Purple highlight is added to illustrate the pressure and density range relevant to the flagellum.
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2.3.4 Flagellin Translocation
To view the behavior of translocating flagellin in it’s channel environment, a 100-residue segment of flagellin
was pushed through a flagellar channel as illustrated in Fig. 2.6. During the translocation simulation, of the
many flagellin-channel interactions observed, the most striking ones are a series of salt bridges formed; a salt
bridge was considered to be formed if the oxygen atom of the acidic residue and the nitrogen atom of the
basic residue came within a distance of 3.2 A˚. During the 52 ns simulation, 30 salt bridges were observed,
18 within flagellin and 12 between flagellin and channel. The flagellin-channel salt bridges persisted, on
average, for 1-1.5 ns, corresponding to 1-1.5 A˚ displacement of the flagellin along the channel; at the much
slower in vivo translocation rate, these salt bridges may persist much longer.
The prevalence of salt bridges stimulated the investigation of the importance of charged residues across
different species of flagellin. Using the VMD [81] plugin MultiSeq [90], multiple sequence alignment of both
Salmonella and E. coli flagellin showed a conserved SLLX motif at the C-terminus (the terminus exposed to
the channel interior). In Salmonella, X is ARG494, which places a positively charged residue along the inner
surface of the channel. In E. coli, X changes to GlnArg, which eliminates this positive charge; however, there
is a co-mutation of GLN481 to LYS481; LYS481 is spatially adjacent to X and, thus, restores the positively
charged residue to location 494. The conservation of a charged residue X suggests it to be important for
translocation. Studies of the flagellum with X mutated to neutral residues could shed light on the impact
of salt bridge formation on translocation.
2.3.5 Agreement with Experiment
It is remarkable that our simple model of flagellin translocation agrees so well with available experimental
data on how friction in the channel causes the growth rate to decay exponentially with length. The strength
of our model is further demonstrated by comparison with experiment.
For quantitative study of the flagellum, we first identify the physical system parameters needed in our
description; Table 2.2 presents the required parameters. Lmax, V0, φ0, a and λ are experimentally known for
the flagellum, while β and γ are taken from the fit of Eq. 2.12 to the equilibrium simulations as presented
in Fig. 2.9. The power of the flagellar pump, P , (from which ftip and fstall can be directly calculated) is not
experimentally known; we therefore list in Table 2.2 reasonable values for P and the respective values for
fstall and ftip. For quantitative analysis we will assume P = 100 (kcal/mol)/s, taken from the viral DNA
packaging motor [79, 80]. Naturally, following our description and simulations, the system parameters listed
in Table 2.2 can be determined for flagella of other species.
The parameter α is neither known experimentally nor can it be determined directly for our simulations;
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Figure 2.10: Flagellin Growth. Using the system parameters listed in Table 2.2, including P =
100 (kcal/mol)/s, flagellum length (black, c.f. Eq. 2.25) and pump force (blue, c.f. Eq. 2.9) is shown
as a function of time. As the flagellum grows, the force required to pump additional flagellin into the
channel increases (due to increasing p(x = L)). At t = 24 hrs (red) the pump force reaches the stall force,
fstall = 7 (kcal/mol)/A˚, and the pump can not surmount the force required to pump additional flagellin
into the channel (dotted blue). At this point, the flagellum can not grow longer (black dotted); instead it
remains at its maximal length, Lmax = 20 µm.
α can, however, be computed by employing known parameters a, R, and β in Eq. 2.22. The very small
α = 2 × 10−4, pivotal to the relationship between pressure and friction (c.f. Eq. 2.3), suggests that very
little of the radial force is translated into axial static friction, consistent with the low forces of creeping static
friction. In contrast, an α value of ∼1, would decrease the decay length from a = 3.6 µm to a = 3.6 A˚, not
allowing the flagellum to grow.
From Eq. 2.25, it can be calculated that the flagellum grows to its maximal length in roughly 24 hrs; this
growth time is consistent with [27] where it is reported that flagella grow to ∼ 10 µm in only a few hours,
but require more than 10 hrs to reach 15 µm. We argued above (c.f. Eq. 2.27) that the pump’s stall force
prevents the flagellum from infinite growth. Employing the parameters of Table 2.2 in Eq. 2.27 returns that
a stall force of 7 (kcal/mol)/A˚ corresponds to a maximal length of 20 µm; this stall force agrees qualitatively
with the viral DNA packaging motor’s stall force of ∼1 (kcal/mol)/A˚ [79]. Fig. 2.10 illustrates how the force
at the base of the flagellum, required to pump additional flagellin monomers into channel, grows with time;
when the force at the flagellum base reaches fstall, growth ceases.
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Param Value Source
(1) Lmax 20 µm Ref. [27]
(2) V0 91 A˚/s Ref. [27]
(3) φ0 435 atoms/A˚
2/s Ref. [27]
(4) a 3.7 µm Ref. [27]
(5) λ 5 A˚/7197 atoms Ref. [65]
(6) R 10 A˚ Ref. [28]
(7) β 3.2 Fig. 2.9
(8) γ 15 (kcal/mol)/A˚
3
Fig. 2.9
(9) α 2× 10−4 Eq. 2.22
P ftip fstall
(a) 1 3e-6 8e-3
(b) 10 9e-5 0.2
(c) 100 3e-3 7
Table 2.2: Flagellin translocation parameters. Parameters 1-6 are taken from the listed references; parame-
ters 7-8 are measured from the equilibrium simulations; parameter 9 is calculated from the previously listed
values and the listed equation. Regarding parameter 5, each flagellin monomer consists of 7197 atoms and
contributes roughly 5 A˚ to flagellum length. Items a-c list three possible P (in units (kcal/mol)/s) values
along with the respective ftip and fstall (in units (kcal/mol)/A˚) values that are consistent with Eq. 2.26 and
Eq. 2.27.
2.4 Summary
The exploration of flagellin translocation was facilitated by guidance of a theoretical model, which narrows
the scope of properties which simulations need to address. For example, though the theoretical model
describes several flagellin properties as a function of x, it also allows the properties to be expressed in terms
of density independent of x; therefore, the simulations could explore friction and pressure as a function
of density instead of having to simulate along an extremely long filament focusing on x-dependence. The
theoretical model also furnished clear tests for validation as well as a clear framework for interpreting the
results in terms of actual flagellin properties.
Our model of flagellin translocation links local and short time properties to overall translocation, allowing
the compression simulations, which cover only nanometers in size and nanoseconds in time, to represent the
growing flagellum, which grows several micrometers in length over several hours.
The theoretical description concludes that the flagellum growth rate decreases exponentially with length
because of protein compression and friction between translocating flagellin and flagellar channel increasing
proportionally along the flagellum. The growth rate calculated agrees with Iino [27] who experimentally
measured the growth rate decaying exponentially with length and showed it to be caused by decreasing
translocation efficiency.
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Chapter 3
Implicit Solvent
3.1 Introduction
3.1.1 Solvent in Molecular Dynamics
Molecular dynamics (MD) is a computational method [1] employed for studying the dynamics of nanoscale
biological systems on nanosecond to microsecond timescales [2]. Using MD, researchers can utilize experimen-
tal data from crystallography and cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) to explore the functional dynamics
of biological systems [3].
Because biological processes take place in the aqueous environment of the cell, a critical component of any
biological MD simulation is the solvent model employed [34, 35]. An accurate solvent model must reproduce
water’s effect on solutes such as the free energy of solvation, dielectric screening of solute electrostatic
interactions, hydrogen bonding and van der Waals interactions with solute. For typical biological MD
simulations, solute is comprised of proteins, nucleic acids, lipids or other small molecules.
Two main categories of solvent models are explicit and implicit solvents. Explicit solvents, such as
SPC [91] and TIP3P [83], represent water molecules explicitly as a collection of charged interacting atoms
and calculate a simple potential function, such as Coulomb electrostatics, between solvent and solute atoms.
Implicit solvent models, instead, ignore atomic details of solvent and represent the presence of water indirectly
through complex interatomic potentials between solute atoms only [52, 92, 93]. There are advantages and
disadvantages of each solvent model.
Simulation of explicit water is both accurate and natural for MD, but often computationally too de-
manding, not only since the inclusion of explicit water atoms increases a simulation’s computational cost
through the higher atom count, but also because water slows down association and disassociation processes
Material in this chapter is reproduced in part with permission from David E. Tanner, Kwok-Yan Chan, James C. Phillips
and Klaus Schulten, “Parallel generalized Born implicit solvent calculations with NAMD,” Journal of Chemical Theory and
Computation, 7:3635-3642 (2011).
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due to the relatively long relaxation times of interstitial water [94]. The viscous drag of explicit water also
retards large conformation changes of macromolecules [95].
3.1.2 Implicit Solvent
An alternative representation of water is furnished by implicit solvent descriptions which eliminate the need
for explicit solvent molecules. Implicit water remains always equilibrated to the solute. The absence of ex-
plicit water molecules also eliminates the viscosity imposed on simulated solutes, allowing faster equilibration
of solute conformations and better conformational sampling. Examples of popular implicit solvent models
are Poisson-Boltzmann electrostatics [96, 97], screened Coulomb potential [92, 98], analytical continuum
electrostatics [99] and generalized Born implicit solvent [100].
The generalized Born implicit solvent (GBIS) model, used by MD programs CHARMM [36, 37], Gro-
macs [38, 39], Amber [40] and NAMD [41, 42], furnishes a fast approximation for calculating the electrostatic
interaction between atoms in a dielectric environment described by the Poisson-Boltzmann equation. The
GBIS electrostatics calculation determines first the Born radius of each atom, which quantifies an atom’s
exposure to solvent, and, therefore, its dielectric screening from other atoms. The solvent exposure repre-
sented by Born radii can be calculated with varying speeds and accuracies [101] either by integration over the
molecule’s interior volume [102, 103] or by pairwise overlap of atomic surface areas [100]. GBIS calculations
then determine the electrostatic interaction between atoms based on their separation and Born radii.
GBIS has benefited MD simulations of small molecules [104]. For the case of large systems, whose
large conformational motions [105] may benefit most from an implicit solvent description, but which must
be simulated on large parallel computers [106], the challenge to develop efficient parallel GBIS algorithms
remains. In the following, we outline how NAMD addresses the computational challenges of parallel GBIS
calculations and efficiently simulates large systems, demonstrated through benchmarks as well as simulations
of the Escherichia coli ribosome, a RNA-protein complex involving ∼250,000 atoms.
3.2 Methods
In order to characterize the challenges of parallel generalized Born implicit solvent (GBIS) simulations, we
first introduce the key equations employed. We then outline the specific challenges that GBIS calculations
pose for efficient parallel performance as well as how NAMD’s implementation of GBIS achieves highly
efficient parallel performance. GBIS benchmark simulations, which demonstrate NAMD’s performance, as
well as the ribosome simulations, are then described.
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3.2.1 Generalized Born Implicit Solvent Model
The GBIS model [52] represents polar solvent as a dielectric continuum and, accordingly, screens electrostatic
interactions between solute atoms. GBIS treats solute atoms as spheres of low protein dielectric (p = 1),
whose radius is the Bondi [107] van der Waals radius, in a continuum of high solvent dielectric (s = 80).
The total electrostatic energy for atoms in a dielectric solvent is modeled as the sum of Coulomb and
generalized Born (GB) energies [52],
EElecT = E
Coul
T + E
GB
T . (3.1)
The total Coulomb energy for the system of atoms is the sum over pairwise Coulomb energies,
ECoulT =
∑
i
∑
j>i
ECoulij , (3.2)
where the double summation represents all unique pairs of atoms within the interaction cutoff; the interaction
cutoff for GBIS simulations is generally in the range 16-20 A˚, i.e., longer than for explicit solvent simulations,
where it is typically 8-12 A˚. The reason for the wider cutoff is that particle-mesh Ewald summations, used
to describe long-range Coulomb forces, cannot be employed for treatment of long-range GBIS electrostatics.
The pairwise Coulomb energy, ECoulij in eq. 3.2, is
ECoulij = (ke/p) qiqj/rij , (3.3)
where ke = 332 (kcal/mol)A˚/e
2 is the Coulomb constant, qi is the charge on atom i, and rij is the distance
between atoms i and j. The total GB energy for the system of atoms is the sum over pairwise GB energies
and self-energies given by the expression
EGBT =
∑
i
∑
j>i
EGBij︸ ︷︷ ︸
pair
+
∑
i
EGBii︸ ︷︷ ︸
self
, (3.4)
where the pair-energies and self-energies are defined as [52]
EGBij = − (keDij) qiqj/fGBij . (3.5)
Here, Dij is the pairwise dielectric term [108], which contains the contribution of an implicit ion concentration
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to the dielectric screening, and is expressed as
Dij = (1/p)− exp
(−κfGBij )/s , (3.6)
where κ−1 is the Debye screening length which represents the length scale over which mobile solvent ions
screen electrostatics. For an ion concentration of 0.2 M, room temperature water has a Debye screening
length of κ−1 = ∼7 A˚. fGBij is [52]
fGBij =
√
r2ij + αiαj exp
(−r2ij/4αiαj) . (3.7)
The form of the pairwise GB energy in eq. 3.5 is similar to the form of the pairwise Coulomb energy in
eq. 3.3, but is of opposite sign and replaces the 1/rij distance dependence by 1/f
GB
ij . The GB energy bears
a negative sign because the electrostatic screening counteracts the Coulomb interaction. The use of fGBij ,
instead of rij , in eq. 3.5 heavily screens the electrostatic interaction between atoms which are either far apart
or highly exposed to solvent. The more exposed an atom is to high solvent dielectric, the more it is screened
electrostatically, represented by a smaller Born radius, αi.
Accurately calculating the Born radius is central to a GBIS model as the use of perfect Born radii allows
the GBIS model to reproduce, with high accuracy, the electrostatics and solvation energies described by the
Poisson-Boltzmann equation [109], and does it much faster than a Poisson-Boltzmann or explicit solvent
treatment [110]. Different GBIS models vary in how the Born radius is calculated; models seek to suggest
computationally less expensive algorithms without undue sacrifice in accuracy. Many GBIS models [111]
calculate the Born radius by assuming atoms are spheres whose radius is the Bondi [107] van der Waals radius
and determine an atom’s exposure to solute through the sum of overlapping surface areas with neighboring
spheres [112]. The more recent GBIS model of Onufriev, Bashford and Case (GBOBC), applied successfully
to MD of macromolecules [53, 113] and adopted in NAMD, calculates the Born radius as
αi =
[
(1/ρi0)− (1/ρi) tanh
(
δψi − βψ2i + γψ3i
)]−1
, (3.8)
where ψi, the sum of surface area overlap with neighboring spheres, is calculated through
ψi = ρi0
∑
j
H(rij , ρi, ρj) . (3.9)
As explained in prior studies [53, 111, 112], H(rij , ρi, ρj) is the surface area overlap of two spheres based on
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their relative separation, rij , and radii, ρi and ρi0; the parameters δ, β and γ in eq. 3.8 have been calculated
to maximize agreement between Born radii described by eq. 3.8 and those derived from Poisson-Boltzmann
electrostatics [53]. ρi and ρj are the Bondi [107] van der Waals radii of atoms i and j, respectively, while
ρi0 is the reduced radius, ρi0 = ρi − 0.09 A˚, as required by GBOBC [53].
The total electrostatic force acting on an atom is the sum of Coulomb and GB forces; the net Coulomb
force on an atom is given by
~FCouli = −
∑
j
[
dECoulT /drij
]
rˆij . (3.10)
whose derivative (dECoulT /drij) is inexpensive to calculate. The required derivatives (dE
GB
T /drij) for the GB
force, however, are much more expensive to calculate because EGBij depends on interatomic distances, rij ,
both directly (c.f. eqs. 3.5 and 3.7) and indirectly through the Born radius (c.f. eqs. 3.5, 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9).
The net GB force on an atom is given by
~FGBi = −
∑
j
[
dEGBT /drij
]
rˆij
= −
∑
j
[∑
k
∑
l>k
(∂EGBT /∂rkl)(drkl/drij) +
∑
k
(∂EGBT /∂αk)(dαk/drij)
]
rˆij
= −
∑
j
[
∂EGBT /∂rij + (∂E
GB
T /∂αi)(dαi/drij) + (∂E
GB
T /∂αj)(dαj/drij)
]
rˆij , (3.11)
with ~rij = ~rj − ~ri. The required partial derivative of EGBT with respect to a Born radius, αk, is
∂EGBT /∂αk =
∑
i
∑
j>i
[
∂EGBik /∂αk + ∂E
GB
kj /∂αk
]
+
∑
i
∂EGBii /∂αk . (3.12)
The summations in eqs. 3.9, 3.11 and 3.12, require three successive iterations over all pairs of atoms for
each GBIS force calculation, whereas calculating Coulomb forces for an explicit solvent simulation requires
only one such iteration over atom-pairs. Also, because of the computational complexity of the above GBIS
equations, the total cost of calculating the pairwise GBIS force between pairs of atoms is ∼ 7× higher than
the cost for the pairwise Coulomb force. For large systems and long cutoffs, the computational expense of
implicit solvent simulations can exceed that of explicit solvent simulations; however, in this case, an effective
speed-up over explicit solvent still arises due to faster conformational exploration as will be illustrated below.
The trade-off between the speed-up of implicit solvent models and the higher accuracy of explicit solvent
models is still under investigation [110]. Differences between GBIS and Coulomb force calculations create
challenges for parallel GBIS simulations that do not arise in explicit solvent simulations.
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3.2.2 Challenges in Parallel Calculation of GBIS Forces
Running a MD simulation in parallel requires a scheme to decompose the simulation calculation into inde-
pendent work units that can be executed simultaneously on parallel processors; the scheme employed for
decomposition strongly determines how many processors the simulation can efficiently utilize and, therefore,
how fast the simulation will be. For example, a common decomposition scheme, known as spatial or domain
decomposition, divides the simulated system into a three-dimensional grid of spatial domains whose side
length is the interaction cutoff distance. Because the atoms within each spatial domain are simulated on a
single processor, the number of processors utilized equals the number of domains.
Although explicit solvent MD simulations perform efficiently in parallel, even for simple schemes such
as naive domain decomposition, the GBIS model poses unique challenges for simulating large systems on
parallel computers. We outline here the three challenges arising in parallel GBIS calculations and how
NAMD addresses them. For the sake of concreteness, we use the SEp22 dodecamer (PDB ID 3AK8) as an
example as shown in Fig. 3.1.
3.2.3 Challenge 1: Dividing workload among processors
With a 12 A˚ cutoff, traditional domain decomposition divides the SEp22 dodecamer explicit solvent simula-
tion (190,000 protein and solvent atoms) into 7×7×7 = 343 domains which efficiently utilize 343 processors
(see Fig. 3.1A). Unfortunately, with a 16 A˚ cutoff for the implicit solvent treatment, the same decomposition
scheme divides the system (30,000 protein atoms) into 4 × 4 × 4 = 64 domains which can only utilize 64
processors (see Fig. 3.1B). An efficient parallel GBIS implementation must employ a decomposition scheme
which can divide the computational work among many (hundreds or thousands) processors (see Fig. 3.1C).
3.2.4 Challenge 2: Workload imbalance from spatially heterogenous atom distribution
Due to the lack of explicit water atoms, the spatial distribution of atoms in a GBIS simulation (see Fig. 3.2)
is not uniform as it is for an explicit solvent simulation (see Fig. 3.1A); some domains contain densely packed
atoms while others are empty (see Fig. 3.1B). Because the number of atoms varies highly among implicit
solvent domains, the workload assigned to each processor also varies highly. The highly varying workload
among processors for domain decomposition causes the naive decomposition scheme to be inefficient and,
therefore, slow. An efficient parallel GBIS implementation must assign and maintain an equal workload on
each processor (see Fig. 3.1C).
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Figure 3.1: Work decomposition for implicit solvent and explicit solvent simulations. A SEp22 dodecamer
is shown (front removed to show interior) with overlaid black grid illustrating domain decomposition for
explicit solvent (A), implicit solvent (B) and NAMD’s highly parallel implicit solvent (C). Atoms are colored
according to relative work required to calculate the net force with blue being least expensive and red being
most expensive. The number of neighbor-pairs within the interaction cutoff (green circle, Pairs) for an atom
(red circle) varies more in implicit solvent than explicit solvent, as does the number of atoms within a spatial
domain (yellow box, Load), each domain being assigned to a single processor (PE). (A) Because explicit
solvent has a spatially homogeneous distribution of atoms, it has a balanced work load among processors using
simple domain decomposition. (B) Domain decomposition with implicit solvent suffers from the spatially
heterogenous atom distribution; the work load on each processor varies highly. (C) NAMD’s implicit solvent
model (cyan grid representing force decomposition and partitioning), despite having varying number of atoms
per domain and varying computational cost per atom, still achieves a balanced workload among processors.
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3.2.5 Challenge 3: Three iterations over atom-pairs per timestep
Instead of requiring one iteration over atom-pairs to calculate electrostatic forces, GBIS requires three
independent iterations over atom-pairs (c.f. eqs. 3.9, 3.11 and 3.12). Because each of these iterations
depends on the previous iteration, the cost associated with communication and synchronization is tripled.
An efficient parallel GBIS implementation must schedule communication and computation on each processor
as to maximize efficiency.
3.2.6 Parallelization Strategy
NAMD’s unique strategy [114] for fast parallel MD simulations [41] enables it to overcome the three challenges
of parallel GBIS simulations. NAMD divides GBIS calculations into many small work units using a three-tier
decomposition scheme, assigns a balanced load of work units to processors, and schedules work units on each
processor to maximize efficiency.
NAMD’s three-tier work decomposition scheme [115] directly addresses Challenge 1 of parallel GBIS cal-
culations. NAMD first employs domain decomposition to initially divide the system into a three-dimensional
grid of spatial domains. Second, NAMD assigns a force work unit to calculate pairwise forces within each
domain and between each pair of adjacent domains. Third, each force work unit is further partitioned into
up to ten separate work units, where each partition calculates only one tenth of the atom-pairs associated
with the force work unit. Dividing force work units into partitions based on computational expense avoids
the unnecessary communication overhead arising from further partitioning already inexpensive force work
units belonging to under populated domains. Adaptively partitioning the force work units based on compu-
tational expense improves NAMD’s parallel performance even for non-implicit solvent simulations. NAMD’s
decomposition scheme is able to finely divide simulations into many (∼40,000 for SEp22 dodecamer) small
work units and, thereby, utilize thousands of processors.
NAMD’s load balancer, a tool employed to ensure each processor carries an equivalent workload, initially
distributes work units evenly across processors, thus partially overcoming Challenge 2 of parallel GBIS
calculations. However, as atoms move during a simulation, the number of atoms in each domain fluctuates
(more so than for the explicit solvent case) which causes the computational workload on each processor
to change. NAMD employs a measurement based load balancer to maintain a uniform workload across
processors during a simulation; periodically, NAMD measures the computational cost associated with each
work unit and redistributes work units to new processors as required to maintain a balanced workload among
processors. By continually balancing the workload, NAMD is capable of highly efficient simulations despite
spatially heterogeneous atom distributions common to implicit solvent descriptions.
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Figure 3.2: Biomolecular systems in benchmark. The performance of NAMD’s parallel GBIS implementation
was tested on six structures (Protein Data Bank IDs shown); the number of atoms and interactions are
listed in Table 3.2. To illustrate the spatially heterogeneous distribution of work, each atom is colored by
the relative time required to compute its net force with blue being fastest and red being slowest.
Though the three iterations over atom-pairs hurt parallel efficiency by requiring additional (compared
to the explicit solvent case) communication and synchronization during each timestep, NAMD’s unique
communication scheme is able to maintain parallel efficiency. Unlike most MD programs, NAMD is capable
of scheduling work units on each processor in an order which overlaps communication and computation,
thus maximizing efficiency. NAMD’s overall parallel strategy of work decomposition, workload balancing
and work unit scheduling permits fast and efficient parallel GBIS simulations of even very large systems.
3.2.7 Performance Benchmark
To demonstrate the success of NAMD’s parallel GBIS strategy, protein systems of varying sizes and config-
urations were simulated on 2-2048 processor cores using NAMD version 2.8. We also compare against an
implementation of domain decomposition taken from Amber’s PMEMD version 9 [40], which also contains
the original implementation of the GBOBC implicit solvent model [53]. The benchmark consists of six sys-
tems, listed in Table 3.2 and displayed in Fig. 3.2, chosen to represent small (2,000 atoms), medium (30,000
atoms) and large (150,000 atoms) systems.
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The following simulation parameters were employed for the benchmark simulations. A value of 16 A˚
was used for both nonbonded interaction cutoff and the Born radius calculation cutoff. An implicit ion
concentration of 0.3 M was assumed. A time step of 1 fs was employed with all forces being evaluated
every step. System coordinates were not written to a trajectory file. For the explicit solvent simulation
(Table 3.2: 3AK8-E), nonbonded interactions were cutoff and smoothed between 10 and 12 A˚, with PME [116]
electrostatics, which require periodic boundary conditions, being evaluated every four steps.
Simulations were run on 2.3 GHz processors with 1 GB/s network interconnect for 600 steps. NAMD’s
speed is reported during simulation and was averaged over the last 100 steps (first 500 steps are dedicated
to initial load balancing). The speed of the domain decomposition implementation, in units seconds per
timestep, was calculated as (“Master NonSetup CPU time”)/(total steps); simulating up to 10,000 steps
did not return noticeably faster speeds. Table 3.2 reports the simulation speeds in seconds/step for each
benchmark simulation; Fig. 3.3 presents simulation speeds scaled by system size in terms of the number of
pairwise interactions per second (pips) calculated.
NAMD Amber error
2KKW -5,271.42 -5,271.23 3.6E-05
2W5U -6,246.10 -6,245.88 3.5E-05
3EZQ -94,291.43 -94,288.17 3.4E-05
3AK8 -89,322.23 -89,319.13 3.4E-05
2W49 -396,955.31 -396,941.54 3.4E-05
1IR2 -426,270.23 -426,255.45 3.4E-05
Table 3.1: Total electrostatic energy of benchmark systems. To validate NAMD’s implicit solvent implementation,
the total electrostatic energy (in units kcal/mol) of the six benchmark systems was calculated by NAMD and Amber
implementations of the GBOBC implicit solvent [53]; error is calculated through eq. 3.13.
3.2.8 Implementation Validation
The correctness of our GBIS implementation was validated by comparison to the method’s [53] original
implementation in Amber [40]. Comparing the total electrostatic energy (see eq. 3.1) of the six test systems
as calculated by NAMD and Amber demonstrates their close agreement. Indeed, Table 3.1 shows that the
relative error, defined through
error =
∣∣(EElecT (NAMD)− EElecT (Amber))/EElecT (Amber)∣∣ , (3.13)
is less than 4× 10−5 for all structures in Fig. 3.2.
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3.2.9 Molecular Dynamics Flexible Fitting of Ribosome
To illustrate the utility of NAMD’s parallel GBIS implementation, we simulate the Escherichia coli ribosome.
The ribosome is the cellular machine that translates genetic information on mRNA into protein chains.
During translation, tRNAs, with their anti-codon loops to be matched to the genetic code on mRNA,
carry amino acids to the ribosome. The synthesized protein chain is elongated by one amino acid each time
a cognate tRNA (with its anti-codon loop complementary to the next mRNA codon) brings an amino acid to
the ribosome; a peptide bond is formed between the new amino acid and the existing protein chain. During
protein synthesis, the ribosome complex fluctuates between two conformational states, namely the so-called
classical and ratcheted state [44].
During transition from classical to ratcheted state, the ribosome undergoes multiple, large conformational
changes, including an inter-subunit rotation between its 50S and 30S subunits [44] and the closing of its
L1 stalk in the 50S subunit [45] (see Fig. 3.4). The large conformational changes during the transition from
classical to ratcheted state are essential for translation [46] as suggested by previous cryo-EM data [47]. To
demonstrate the benefits of NAMD GBIS, we simulate the large conformational changes during ratcheting
of the ∼250,000-atom ribosome using molecular dynamics flexible fitting.
The molecular dynamics flexible fitting (MDFF) method [3, 117, 118] is a MD simulation method that
matches crystallographic structures to an electron microscopy (EM) map; crystallographic structures often
correspond to non-physiological states of biopolymers while EM maps correspond often to functional in-
termediates of biopolymers. MDFF-derived models of the classical and ratcheted state ribosome provide
atomic-level details crucial to understanding protein elongation in the ribosome. The MDFF method adds
to a conventional MD simulation an EM map-derived potential, thereby driving a crystallographic structure
towards the conformational state represented by an EM map. MDFF was previously applied to successfully
match crystallographic structures of the ribosome to ribosome functional states as seen in EM [119–123].
Shortcomings of MDFF are largely due to the use of in vacuo simulations; such use was necessary hitherto
as simulations in explicit solvent proved too cumbersome. Implicit solvent MDFF simulations promise a
significant improvement of the MDFF method. We applied MDFF here, therefore, to fit an atomic model
of a classical state ribosome into an EM map of a ratcheted state ribosome [47].
The classical state in our simulations is an all-atom ribosome structure [124] with 50S and 30S subunits
taken from PDB IDs 2I2V and 2I2U, respectively [125], and the complex fitted to an 8.9 A˚ resolution classical
state EM map [47]. In the multistep protocol for fitting this classical state ribosome to a ratcheted state
map [117], the actual ribosome is fitted first, followed by fitting the tRNAs. Since the fitting of the ribosome
itself exhibits the largest conformational changes (inter-subunit rotation and L1-stalk closing), we limit our
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MDFF calculation here to the ribosome and do not include tRNAs.
Three MDFF simulations were performed using NAMD [41] and analyzed using VMD [81]. The MDFF
simulations are carried out in explicit TIP3P [83] solvent, in implicit solvent and in vacuo. All simulations
were performed in the NVT ensemble with the AMBER99 force field [126], employing the SB [127] and
BSC0 [128] corrections and accounting for modified ribonucleosides [129]. The grid scaling parameter [3],
which controls the balance between MD force field and the EM-map derived force field, was set to 0.3.
Simulations were performed using a 1 fs timestep with nonbonded forces being evaluated every two steps.
Born radii were calculated using a cutoff of 14 A˚, while the nonbonded forces were smoothed and cut off
between 15 and 16 A˚. An implicit ion concentration of 0.1 M was assumed with protein and solvent dielectric
set to 1 and 80, respectively. A Langevin thermostat with a damping coefficient of 5 ps−1 was employed to
hold the temperature to 300 K. In the explicit solvent simulation, the ribosome was simulated in a periodic
box of TIP3P water [83] including an explicit ion concentration of 0.1 M, with nonbonded forces cut off at
10 A˚ and long-range electrostatics calculated by PME every four steps. The in vacuo simulation utilized
the same parameters as explicit solvent, but without inclusion of solvent or bulk ions, and neither PME nor
periodicity were employed.
Each system was minimized for 5000 steps before performing MDFF for 3 ns. For the explicit solvent
simulation, an additional 0.5 ns equilibration of water and ions was performed, with protein and nucleic
acids restrained, before applying MDFF.
To compare behavior of solvent models during the ribosome simulations, we calculate the root-mean-
square deviation between models as
RMSDsol,ref(t) =
√√√√ N∑
i
[~ri,sol(t)− ~ri,ref ]2 /N , (3.14)
where ~ri,sol(t) denotes the atomic coordinates at time t of the simulation corresponding to one of the three
solvent models (exp, imp or vac) and ~ri,ref denotes the atomic coordinates for the last time step (tf = 3 ns)
of the simulation using the reference solvent model (exp, imp or vac) as specified below. Unless otherwise
specified, the summation is over the N = 146, 000 heavy atoms excluding the mRNA, L10 and L12 protein
segments which are too flexible to be resolved by the cryo-EM method.
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3.3 Results
3.3.1 Performance Benchmarks
The results of the GBIS benchmark simulations are listed in Table 3.2. Fig. 3.3 illustrates the simulation
speeds, scaled by system size, as the number of pairwise interactions per second (pips) calculated. For a
perfectly efficient algorithm, pips would be independent of system size or configuration and would increase
proportionally with processor count. NAMD’s excellent parallel GBIS performance is demonstrated as pips
is nearly the same for all six systems and increases almost linearly with processor count as highlighted (in
blue) in Fig. 3.3.
The domain decomposition algorithm [40] performs equally well for small systems, but its performance
suffers significantly when system size and processor count are increased. The domain decomposition imple-
mentation also appears to be limited to a pips maximum of 108 pairs/sec across all system sizes, no matter
how many processors are used, as highlighted (in red) in Fig. 3.3. NAMD runs efficiently on twice the
number of processors compared to domain decomposition and greatly outperforms it for the large systems
tested. The SEp22 dodecamer timings for both implicit (3AK8) and explicit (3AK8-E) solvent reported
in Table 3.2 demonstrate that NAMD’s parallel GBIS implementation is as efficient as its parallel explicit
solvent capability. We note that the simulation speed for GBIS can be further increased, without significant
loss of accuracy, by shortening either the interaction or Born radius calculation cutoff distance.
3.3.2 Ribosome Simulation
To demonstrate the benefit of NAMD’s GBIS capability for simulating large structures, a high-resolution
classical state ribosome structure was fitted into a low-resolution ratcheted state EM map in an in vacuo
MDFF simulation as well as MDFF simulations employing explicit and implicit solvent. During the MDFF
simulation, the ribosome undergoes two major conformational changes: closing of the L1 stalk and rotation
of the 30S subunit relative to the 50S subunit (see Fig. 3.4).
To compare the rate of convergence and relative accuracy of solvent models, the RMSD values char-
acterizing the three MDFF simulations were calculated using eq. Fig. 3.14. Fig. 3.4 plots RMSDexp,exp(t),
RMSDimp,exp(t) and RMSDvac,exp(t) that compare each MDFF simulation against the final structure reached
in the explicit solvent case. We note that using the initial rather than final structure as the reference could
yield a slightly different characterization of convergence [130], e.g., a slightly different convergence time. As
manifested by RMSDimp,exp(t) and RMSDvac,exp(t), the implicit solvent and vacuum MDFF calculations
converge to their respective final structures in 0.5 ns compared to ∼1.5-2 ns for the explicit solvent case, i.e.,
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PDB ID 2KKW 2W5U 3EZQ 3AK8 3AK8-E 2W49 1IR2
atoms 2,016 2,412 27,600 29,479 191,686 138,136 149,860
pairs 0.25 M 1 M 13.2 M 15.7 M 63.8 M 65.5 M 99.5 M
# procs NAMD sec/step
2 0.0440 0.167 2.01 2.87 2.25 10.4 16.3
4 0.0225 0.0853 1.00 1.44 1.12 5.47 8.70
8 0.0122 0.0456 0.505 0.726 0.568 2.61 4.09
16 0.00664 0.0228 0.260 0.371 0.286 1.31 2.05
32 0.00412* 0.0126 0.136 0.191 0.146 0.661 1.03
64 - 0.00736* 0.0700 0.105 0.0868 0.333 0.520
128 - - 0.0447 0.0575 0.0523 0.169 0.267
256 - - 0.0321 0.0340 0.0288* 0.0935 0.148
512 - - 0.0224* 0.0171* - 0.0618 0.0806
1024 - - - - - 0.0461* 0.0563*
2048 - - - - - 0.0326 0.0486
# procs Domain Decomposition sec/step
2 0.0613 0.208 5.57 7.15 - 306 373
4 0.0312 0.104 2.83 3.67 - 169 203
8 0.0163 0.0535 1.43 1.84 - 92.5 111
16 0.0090* 0.0277 0.727 0.934 - 51.6 62.0
32 0.0070 0.0162* 0.391 0.506 - 25.9 31.3
64 - 0.013 0.254* 0.307* - 13.1 15.7
128 - - 0.191 0.220 - 6.74 8.08
256 - - - - - 3.63 4.28
512 - - - - - 2.16* 2.66*
1024 - - - - - 1.95 2.07
Table 3.2: NAMD and domain decomposition benchmark data. Speed, in units seconds/step, for both NAMD and
the domain decomposition algorithm for the six test systems (see Fig. 3.2) on 2-2048 processors (procs). Also listed
are the number of atoms and pairs of atoms (in millions, M) within the cutoff (16 A˚ for implicit solvent and 12 A˚
for explicit solvent) in the initial structure. Data is not presented for higher processor counts with slower simulation
speeds. An asterisk marks highest processor count for which doubling the number of processors increased simulation
speed by at least 50%. 3AK8-E uses explicit solvent. Each simulated system demonstrates that NAMD can efficiently
utilize at least twice the number of processors as domain decomposition and, thereby, achieves simulation speeds much
faster than for domain decomposition.
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Figure 3.3: Parallel performance of NAMD and domain decomposition implicit solvent. Computational
speed (pairwise interactions per second) for six biomolecular systems (see Fig. 3.2): 1IR2 (black circle),
2W49 (red square), 3AK8 (green diamond), 3EZQ (blue up triangle), 2W5U (maroon left triangle), and
2KKW (magenta down triangle). NAMD’s parallel implicit solvent implementation (solid shapes) performs
extremely well in parallel as seen by performance increasing linearly (blue highlight) with number of pro-
cessors and is independent of system size. Performance of domain decomposition implicit solvent, however,
suffers in parallel (empty shapes). Not only does there appear to be a maximum speed of 108 pairs/sec (red
highlight) regardless of processor count, but the large systems (1IR2, 2W49) also perform at significantly
lower efficiency than the small systems (2E5U, 2KKW). Diagonal dotted lines represent perfect speedup.
See also Table 3.2.
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for RMSDexp,exp(t).
The final structures obtained from the MDFF simulations are compared in Table 3.3 through the
RMSDsol,ref(t) values for t = 3 ns. The ribosome structure from GBIS MDFF closely agrees with the
one from explicit solvent MDFF as indicated by the value RMSDimp,exp(3 ns) = 1.5 A˚; the in vacuo MDFF
ribosome structure, however, compares less favorably with the explicit solvent MDFF structure as suggested
by the larger value RMSDvac,exp(3 ns) = 1.9 A˚. While the 0.4 A˚ improvement in RMSD of the GBIS MDFF,
over in vacuo MDFF, structure implies an overall enhanced quality, certain regions of the ribosome are
particularly improved.
The regions with the highest structural improvement (highlighted red in Fig. 3.4) belong to segments at
the exterior of the ribosome and to segments not resolved by and, therefore, not coupled to the EM map, i.e.,
not being directly shaped by MDFF. For proteins at the exterior of the ribosome, GBIS MDFF produces
higher quality structures than in vacuo MDFF, because these proteins are highly exposed to solvent and,
therefore, require a solvent description. The structural improvement for several exterior solvated proteins,
calculated by RMSDvac,exp(3 ns) − RMSDimp,exp(3 ns), is 3.5 A˚ , 2.4 A˚ and 1.6 A˚ for ribosomal proteins
S6, L27 and S13 (highlighted red in Fig. 3.4), respectively. Accurate modeling of these proteins is critical
for studying the translation process of the ribosome. The L27 protein, for example, not only facilitates the
assembly of the 50S subunit, it also ensures proper positioning of the new amino acid for peptide bond
formation [131]. The S13 protein, located at the interface between subunits, is critical to the control of
mRNA and tRNA translocation within the ribosome [132].
The use of GBIS for MDFF also increases structural quality in regions where the EM map does not resolve
the ribosome’s structure and, therefore, MDFF does not directly influence conformation; though it is most
important that MDFF correctly models structural regions defined in the EM map, it is also desirable that it
correctly describes regions of crystal structures not resolved by the EM map. The structural improvement,
over in vacuo MDFF, of the unresolved segments is 8.3 A˚ for mRNA and 4.9 A˚ for L12 (highlighted red in
Fig. 3.4). The L12 segment is a highly mobile ribosomal protein in the 50S subunit that promotes binding of
factors which stabilize the ratcheted conformation; L12 also promotes GTP hydrolysis which leads to mRNA
translocation [133]. As clearly demonstrated, the use of GBIS MDFF, instead of in vacuo MDFF, improves
the MDFF method’s accuracy for matching crystallographic structures to EM maps, particularly for highly
solvated or unresolved proteins.
To compare computational performance of the solvent models for MDFF, each ribosome simulation was
benchmarked on 1020 processor cores (3.5 GHz processors with 5 GB/s network interconnect); the simulation
speed for explicit solvent MDFF is 3.6 ns/day, for implicit solvent MDFF it is 5.2 ns/day and for vacuum
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MDFF it is 37 ns/day. GBIS MDFF performs 50% faster than does explicit solvent MDFF, but seven
times slower than in vacuo MDFF. NAMD’s GBIS implementation is clearly able to achieve a more accurate
MDFF match of the ribosome structure (see Table 3.3) than does an in vacuo MDFF calculation and does
so at a lower computational cost than explicit solvent MDFF.
Reference
exp imp vac
S
ol
ve
n
t exp 0 1.5 1.9
imp 1.5 0 2.1
vac 1.9 2.1 0
Table 3.3: Root-mean-square deviation (RMSDsol,ref(3 ns) in A˚) between the three final ribosome structures matched
using explicit solvent, GBIS, and in vacuo MDFF. The GBIS and explicit solvent MDFF structures closely agree as
seen by RMSDimp,exp(3 ns) = 1.5 A˚, while the in vacuo MDFF structure deviates from the explicit solvent MDFF
structure by RMSDvac,exp(3 ns) = 1.9 A˚. See also Fig. 3.4.
3.4 Summary
The generalized Born implicit solvent (GBIS) model has long been employed for molecular dynamics simu-
lations of relatively small bio-molecules. NAMD’s unique GBIS implementation can also simulate very large
systems, such as the entire ribosome, and does so efficiently on large parallel computers. The new GBIS
capability of NAMD will be beneficial to accelerate in simulations the slow motions common to large systems
by eliminating viscous drag from water.
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Figure 3.4: Molecular dynamics flexible fitting (MDFF) of ribosome with NAMD’s GBIS method. While
matching the 250,000-atom classical ribosome structure into the EM map of a ratcheted ribosome, the 30S
subunit (green) rotates relative to the 50S subunit (blue) and the L1 stalk moves 30 A˚ from its classical
(tan) to its ratcheted (magenta) position. Highlighted (red) are regions where the implicit solvent structure
agrees with the explicit solvent structure much more closely than does the in vacuo structure. The root-
mean-squared deviation (RMSDsol,exp(t)) of the ribosome, defined in eq. 3.14, with the final fitted explicit
solvent structure as reference, is plotted over time for explicit solvent (RMSDexp,exp(t) in black), implicit
solvent (RMSDimp,exp(t) in purple) and in vacuo (RMSDvac,exp(t) in red) MDFF. While the explicit solvent
MDFF calculation requires ∼1.5-2 ns to converge to its final structure, both implicit solvent and vacuum
MDFF calculation require only 0.5 ns to converge. As seen by the lower RMSD values for t > 0.5 ns, the
structure derived from the implicit solvent fitting agrees more closely with the final explicit solvent structure
than does the in vacuo structure. While this plot illustrates only the overall improvement of the implicit
solvent structure over the in vacuo structure, the text discusses key examples of ribosomal proteins (L27,
S13 and L12) whose structural quality is significantly improved by the use of implicit solvent.
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Chapter 4
Hybrid GPU/CPU Algorithm for
GB/SA Implicit Solvent Calculations
4.1 Introduction
Laboratory and clinical studies of living cells are increasingly complemented by computational atomic level
modeling of cellular processes [6, 7, 134–139]. In fact, modeling has developed today into a computational
microscope [1] used to explore nanoscale structures and processes in structural cell biology [117, 140, 141],
cellular mechanics [1, 8, 142], and nanosensor development [143, 144]. Small size and short time scales of many
sub-cellular processes challenge experimental methodologies, making the molecular dynamics computational
microscope an ideal supporting tool for biological research.
Molecular dynamics (MD) has already enabled, in particular, modeling of health-relevant biomolecular
systems and processes, e.g., viral infection [4, 5], interactions between tissues and therapeutics [6, 7], blood
coagulation [8–15], and amyloid fibril formation [16–21]. Often, however, simulation time scales are too
short to be of value; only by continually adopting the latest computing technologies can simulations speeds
increase, and extend the reach of MD to the millisecond-scale [22] that is necessary to describe many cellular
processes.
MD simulations calculate interatomic forces of biopolymer systems and solve the classical equations
of motion for each time step [41], to explore the dynamic behavior of biological systems. The largest
computational expense in MD simulations stems from calculating so called “non-bonded” interactions, forces
between atoms which are not covalently bonded, comprising Coulomb and van der Waals forces.
The calculation of non-bonded forces is highly amenable to parallel computing [41, 115] because the
modeled interaction between two atoms is independent of all other atoms, thus, atom-pair interactions can
be calculated independently from one another, then accumulated to determine net atomic forces. These
independent calculations offer a high degree of concurrency, making them ideal for parallel computing;
recently, NAMD successfully conducted a 100,000,000-atom MD simulation on 200,000 CPU cores [145].
Along with multi-core CPUs, MD programs have also harnessed new computing technologies such as graphics
processing units (GPUs) [146, 147].
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4.1.1 Graphics Processing Units
Though originally developed only for high-quality graphics rendering, GPUs are well suited for accelerating
general scientific calculations. A single GPU may today contain 16 multiprocessors, each with 32 cores,
yielding 512 cores per GPU. Maximizing the use of such highly parallel processors requires meeting strict
criteria such as coalescing access to slow memory and issuing 10,000s of independent calculations. Because
many molecular biological calculations can meet the strict criteria, GPUs have been used to accelerate bio-
logical computing applications such as molecular modeling [48], electrostatic calculations [49, 146], molecular
orbital display [50] and simulations of protein diffusion in whole cells [51].
The application of GPUs to molecular dynamics has already demonstrated significant performance ben-
efits [148] for both explicit solvent [147, 149] and implicit solvent [150, 151] models. Each implementation
varies in the use of the GPU, ranging from employing the GPUs for calculating forces only [147] to using
them to integrate the equations of motion [152, 153] as well. GPU implementations also vary in regard to
how restrictive they are of the MD methodologies they admit; for example, some implementations allow a
non-bonded interaction cut-off length [146] which is common for large systems, while others do not [150],
thereby being applicable only to small systems.
The great success already achieved in accelerating full molecular dynamics calculations with GPUs in-
spires additional work in advancing MD calculations which involve both GPU-accelerated calculations and
CPU calculations (those not yet adapted to the GPU) as they arise in, for example, steering [154] or grid
potentials [118]. Prior efforts at GPU-acceleration of MD simulations have adapted almost all of the com-
putation to the GPU, the CPU’s role remaining secondary [152, 153].
4.1.2 Hybrid GPU/CPU Computing
Each GPU requires a so-called host CPU to send data to and receive data from the GPU as well as instruct
the GPU as to which calculations to perform. Therefore, a necessary and difficult component of hybrid
GPU/CPU calculations is allowing host CPUs to switch between GPU-hosting responsibilities and perform-
ing their own scientific calculations. Because many existing MD methods have not yet been adapted to
GPUs, or are not amenable to GPU calculation, it is vital to explore how to efficiently perform hybrid cal-
culations which require full use of both GPUs and CPUs and which, therefore, require coordination between
the two.
An ideal application for hybrid computing is the generalized Born (GB) implicit solvent with solvent-
accessible surface area (SASA or SA) calculation, commonly abbreviated GB/SA. A GB/SA implicit solvent
simulation employs the GB calculation to account for the polar, i.e., hydrophilic, effects of water while
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the SA calculation models the nonpolar, i.e., hydrophobic, effects. It is known that the hydrophobic free
energy of solvation is approximately equal to the product of the molecular surface area and a surface tension
parameter [52, 54]. The GB/SA calculation consists of three classes of non-bonded interatomic forces: the
classical Coulomb and van der Waals forces, the generalized Born [52, 53, 113] (GB) force, and the solvent-
accessible surface area (SA) force, calculated via the linear combination of pairwise overlaps [54] (LCPO)
algorithm, as in the Amber MD program [155]. While the Coulomb, van der Waals and GB force calculations
are being calculated on the GPU, the LCPO algorithm’s SA calculation is best performed on the CPU, thus
making the GB/SA calculation an ideal candidate for hybrid GPU/CPU calculation.
The present work explores a variety of performance and functionality issues relevant to GPU accelerated
calculations of the GB/SA implicit solvent model in the context of the NAMD parallel MD program [41].
First, we analyze the necessary non-bonded force calculations and describe why each is best suited for GPUs
or CPUs. Second, we outline NAMD’s algorithmic strategy for GB/SA calculations on hybrid GPU/CPU
computers. Finally, we demonstrate the performance of the hybrid strategy through ∼250 benchmark
simulations and explore the biological importance of including SA calculations.
4.2 Methods
The generalized Born / solvent-accessible surface area (GB/SA) implicit solvent model constitutes a fast
representation of a solvent’s polar and nonpolar effects on biomolecules [52]. Fast simulation speed can
be attained by calculating the Coulomb, van der Waals and generalized Born (GB) forces on the GPU
while simultaneously calculating the hydrophobic surface area (SA) force on the CPU. Here, we present
the equations arising in the Coulomb, van der Waals, GB and SA force calculations which motivate the
hybrid GPU/CPU algorithm employed. Next, NAMD’s implementation of the various calculations will be
described.
4.2.1 Coulomb and Van der Waals Forces
The non-bonded forces arising in explicit and implicit solvent simulations are the Coulomb and van der Waals
(calculated using the Lennard-Jones description) forces. The total system energy contributed by Coulomb
and van der Waals interactions, ECWT , is
ECWT = (1/2)
∑
i
∑
j∈N(i)
{4ij
[
(σij/rij)
12 − (σij/rij)6
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
van der Waals
+ (ke/p) (qiqj/rij)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Coulomb
} , (4.1)
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where ij and σij are the well depth and equilibrium interaction length parameter of the Lennard-Jones
potential, rij is the distance between atoms i and j, ke = 332 kcal A˚/e
2 the Coulomb constant, p = 1 the
dielectric constant of the protein interior and qi the atomic charge; N(i) is the set of all neighbors, j, that
are within the interaction cut-off, rc, from atom i.
The net force, ~Fi, on an atom is calculated as
~Fi = −
∑
j∈N(i)
(dET/drij)rˆij ; (4.2)
by applying Eq. 4.2 to Eq. 4.1, the net Coulomb and van der Waals forces on an atom, ~FCWi , is
~FCWi =
∑
j∈N(i)
{24ij
[
2
(
σ12ij /r
13
ij
)− (σ6ij/r7ij)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
van der Waals
+ (ke/p)
(
qiqj/r
2
ij
)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Coulomb
}rˆij . (4.3)
The summation in Eq. 4.3 requires an MD program to iterate over all pairs of interacting atoms, i and j,
where rij < rc; the successful application of GPUs to computing atom-pair interactions, such as Coulomb
and van der Waals forces, has previously been demonstrated in NAMD [146, 147].
4.2.2 Generalized Born Implicit Solvent Forces
The generalized Born implicit solvent model [52, 53], already implemented in NAMD for the CPU [43],
describes water as a bulk solvent acting as a dielectric [52, 53]; the dielectric solvent screens, i.e., reduces,
electrostatic interactions between charged atoms. The total GB energy, i.e., hydrophilic energy of solvation,
of the atomic system is given by the sum of pair- and self-energies according to
EGBT = (1/2)
∑
i
∑
j∈N(i)
EGBij︸︷︷︸
pair
+(1/2)
∑
i
EGBii︸︷︷︸
self
, (4.4)
where the pair- and self-GB energies are calculated according to
EGBij = −keDijqiqj/fGBij . (4.5)
Here, Dij is an effective dielectric constant [108] between atoms i and j, and f
GB
ij is [52]
fGBij =
√
r2ij + αiαj exp
(−r2ij/4αiαj) . (4.6)
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The quantities αi arising in this expression, the so-called atomic Born radii, describe an atom’s exposure
to solvent and, thus, characterize the degree to which an atom’s electrostatic interaction is screened; αi is
calculated, according to Onufriev, Bashford and Case’s (OBC) description [53], as
αi =
[
1/(ρi − 0.09 A˚)− (1/ρi) tanh
(
δψi − βψ2i + γψ3i
)]−1
, (4.7)
where ρi is the atomic radius as parameterized by the OBC model; δ = 1, β = 0.8 and γ = 4.85 are additional
dimensionless parameters of the OBC model [53] which enable calculation of the correct Born radii, i.e., those
derived from Poisson-Boltzmann calculations, from the sum, ψi, of pairwise atomic descreening, Hij ,
ψi = (ρi − 0.09 A˚)
∑
j∈N(i)
Hij . (4.8)
The pairwise descreening, Hij , between neighboring atoms i and j is given by a distance-dependent piecewise
function, defined in four mutually exclusive interaction domains,
Hij =

0 (rij > rc + ρj)
f1(rij , ρj , rc) (rij > rc − ρj)
f2(rij , ρj) (rij > 4ρj)
f3(rij , ρj) (rij > ρi − 0.09 A˚ + ρj)
f4(rij , ρi, ρj) otherwise
(4.9)
where f1−4 are also taken from the OBC model [53].
Because the GB energy defined in Eq. 4.4 depends on the interatomic distances directly, through fGBij ,
and also indirectly, through αi, calculating the GB force on an atom, ~F
GB
i , requires multiple partial deriva-
tives [43], namely,
~FGBi =
∑
j∈N(i)
[(∂EGBij /∂f
GB
ij )(df
GB
ij /drij)
+ (∂EGBT /∂αi)(dαi/drij)
+ (∂EGBT /∂αj)(dαj/drij)] rˆij .
(4.10)
Of the various required derivatives, ∂EGBij /∂f
GB
ij , ∂E
GB
T /∂αk and dαk/drij , the most expensive to calculate
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is ∂EGBT /∂αk, as it requires an additional summation over atom-pairs,
∂EGBT /∂αk = (1/2)
∑
i
∑
j∈N(i)
[
∂EGBik /∂αk + ∂E
GB
kj /∂αk
]
+
∑
i
∂EGBii /∂αk . (4.11)
The three summations in Eqs. 4.8, 4.10 and 4.11, known as the three phases of the GB force calculation,
require three successive iterations over all pairs of atoms each time step. The three phases compute, in order,
the atomic Born radii, αi the partial derivatives ∂E
GB
T /∂αk, and, finally, the GB force,
~FGBi . As in the
case of Coulomb and van der Waals forces, iterating over atom-pairs for the three GB phases is amenable
to GPU-acceleration. Because calculating the generalized Born force as outlined in Eqs. 4.4-4.11 is several
times more computationally expensive than calculating only the Coulomb and van der Waals forces, and
because GPUs are well suited for such arithmetically expensive calculations, the GB calculation stands to
benefit strongly from GPU-acceleration as previously demonstrated by other MD programs [150, 151].
4.2.3 Solvent-Accessible Surface Area Forces
The generalized Born model only describes the polar, i.e., hydrophilic, energy of solvation. It is desirable
to account also for the nonpolar, i.e., hydrophobic, energy of solvation through a solvent-accessible surface
area (SA) calculation, as it is known that the hydrophobic solvation energy is approximately proportional to
SA [52, 156]. The linear combination of pairwise overlaps (LCPO) is an approximate method for calculating
the SA [54] and spatial derivatives necessary for hydrophobic force calculation.
The LCPO method [54], which considers only non-hydrogen atoms, is founded on calculating the surface
area overlap between two spheres representing atoms; for two spheres, centered on atoms i and j, with
radii Ri and Rj , separated by a distance rij , close enough that their surfaces overlap, i.e., it must hold
rij < Ri +Rj ; the surface area of atom i overlapped by atom j, Aij , is then [54]
Aij = 2piRi
[
(Ri − (rij/2)− (R2i −R2j )/(2rij)
]
, (4.12)
where the radius, Ri, is the atomic van der Waals radius plus the 1.4 A˚ solvent probe radius [54]. According
to the LCPO method, the surface area of atom i, SAi, can be evaluated approximately by multiple overlap
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summations,
SAi = P1,i 4piR
2
i
+ P2,i
∑
j∈N(i)
Aij
+ P3,i
∑
j∈N(i)
Aij
∑
k∈N(i)∩N(j)
Ajk
+ P4,i
∑
j∈N(i)
Aij ∑
j∈N(i)
∑
k∈N(i)∩N(j)
Ajk
 , (4.13)
where k ∈ N(i)∩N(j) represents all atoms k which overlap atoms i and j, thus requiring the LCPO algorithm
to iterate over atom triplets, sets of three atoms whose surfaces overlap (i.e., it must hold rij < Ri + Rj ,
rik < Ri +Rk, rjk < Rj +Rk). The total molecular surface area is the sum of atomic surface areas,
∑
i SAi.
The four atomic parameters P1−4,i were fitted by atom type such that the LCPO algorithm most closely
approximates the correct surface area as calculated by numerical methods [54]. The hydrophobic / surface
area force on atom l, ~F SAl , can be calculated employing the LCPO algorithm,
~F SAl = −TS
∑
i∈N(l)
(dSAi/drl) , (4.14)
where TS, with units kcal/mol/A˚
2, is the surface tension parameter. The relatively inexpensive derivatives
required for the SA force calculation within the LCPO algorithm were previously described [54].
For the above three force calculations, approximately 13% of the computational cost is due to Coulomb
and van der Waals forces, 70% due to GB forces, and the remaining 17% due to SA forces. Having transferred
most of the force calculation (Coulomb, van der Waals, GB) to the GPU, the CPU can perform the relatively
inexpensive (17% of total) SA calculation in the same time as the GPU’s expensive (83% of total) force
calculations. The SA algorithm requires iterating over all atom triplets, compared to only pairs of atoms as
in the case of GB. The summation is feasible due to the low computational cost involved and because the
summation over triplets can be performed well by CPUs.
4.2.4 Incorporating the GB/SA Calculation into NAMD
To achieve a high performance implementation of the GB/SA model, formulated by Eqs. 4.1-4.14, we thought
to maximize use of hybrid GPU/CPU computers as outlined. Aside from fast performance, an ideal imple-
mentation should interfere as little as possible with NAMD’s already highly scalable internal structure.
To achieve advanced parallel scaling, NAMD decomposes a simulated system (Fig. 4.1A) into a 3D grid of
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atom-groups (Fig. 4.1B). In the case of Coulomb, van der Waals and GB forces, atom-groups are defined such
that atoms in any atom-group interact only with atoms of the same atom-group and with atoms of adjacent
atom-groups. Calculating the atom-pair interactions between two neighboring atom-groups (Fig. 4.1D red
and green) constitutes an independent force work unit. To illustrate our GB/SA implementation, we apply
NAMD to the 13,340-atom glycogen phosphorylase protein, Protein Data Bank (PDB) ID 1GPB with
missing atoms placed by VMD’s [81] psfgen tool. The atoms of this protein system can be divided into
roughly 100 atom-groups, shown in Fig. 4.1A, and 3,000 force work units which can be assigned across
hundreds of CPU cores or GPUs [146, 147].
4.2.5 GB Force Calculation on GPUs
NAMD has already achieved a sixfold speedup by calculating Coulomb and van der Waals forces on the GPU
using the CUDA language [146, 147]. Because of the success of the Coulomb and van der Waals calculations
on the GPU and the close algorithmic similarities, NAMD’s GB calculation on the GPU, outlined below,
employs a similar GPU implementation as NAMD’s previously reported Coulomb and van der Waals force
calculation on the GPU [146, 147].
For parallel calculations, each processor core requires a list of instructions to drive computation; for both
GPU and CPU processors, a “thread” is the list of instructions detailing what operations a processor core
must perform; multi-core CPUs and GPUs both require multiple threads, i.e., multiple lists of instructions,
to drive the many processor cores. In CUDA, a thread block is the group of threads which drives one of the
GPU’s many 32-core multiprocessors.
In NAMD, a force work unit consists of calculating the atomic interactions between two atom-groups,
such as group-I (red) and group-J (green) of Fig. 4.1B and D. The calculation of the force work unit is
assigned to a thread block, i.e., is calculated by a single 32-core multiprocessor, as depicted in Fig. 4.1D.
Each thread (vertical line) in the thread block calculates the force on a single atom of group-I (red) due to
its interactions (blue circle) with atoms of group-J (green). To accelerate memory access, the GPUs 32-core
multiprocessors access group-J atoms 32 at a time, in order 1-3 shown in Fig. 4.1D.
The above pattern of NAMD’s GPU calculation of Coulomb, van der Waals and GB forces exploits
several features of GPU hardware to achieve fast performance. First, because adjacent threads operate on
atoms adjacent in memory, reading atomic coordinates from and writing atomic forces to slow memory, is
coalesced, giving significant memory speedup over non-coalesced memory access. Second, because GPUs
operate fastest when threads on a multiprocessor perform the same calculation, NAMD pre-sorts atomic
coordinates before transferring them to the GPU to reduce the likelihood that threads on a multiprocessor
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Figure 4.1: Hybrid GB/SA decomposition. (A) Simulated protein glycogen phosphorylase. (B) Protein
decomposed into a 3D grid of atom-groups. (C) LCPO force work unit involving a 2×2×2 set of 8 adjacent
atom-groups. The force work unit calculates forces for the inner 1/8th core of atoms (red) due to overlap
with neighbors (red and blue). (D) Thread block design for GB force calculation on GPU multiprocessor.
Each thread (vertical line) calculates force on one group-I atom (red) due to interactions (blue) with group-J
atoms (green); group-J atoms are loaded 32 at a time, in order 1-3, for coalesced and, therefore, accelerated
memory access.
must evaluate differing pairwise functions, f1−4,i of Eq. 4.9, as doing so dramatically reduces performance.
4.2.6 SA Force Calculation on CPUs
Because Eq. 4.13 requires iteration over all atom triplets, the LCPO calculation cannot be carried out
using the structure of atom-group pairs which NAMD employs for Coulomb, van der Waals and GB force
calculation, as it would be possible for a triplet of three overlapping atoms to belong to three neighboring
atom-groups, in which case no atom-group pair would evaluate the triplet. Therefore, an LCPO force work
unit instead consists of a 2×2×2 set of 8 adjacent atom-groups as illustrated in Fig. 4.1C. Each LCPO force
work unit calculates the surface area and hydrophobic force on the inner 1/8th fraction of atoms (Fig. 4.1C
red) due to surface area overlaps with neighboring atoms (red and blue). LCPO force work units can also
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Figure 4.2: Benchmarked protein systems. (A) Villin headpiece (PDB ID 1YRI) with 582 atoms; (B) flavo-
doxin (PDB ID 2W5U) with 2,412 atoms; (C) glycogen phosphorylase (PDB ID 1GPB) with 13,340 atoms;
(D) RuBisCO (PDB ID 1IR2) with 74,926 atoms.
be partitioned such that the force work unit in Fig. 4.1C is duplicated on multiple CPU cores with each
core calculating forces for only a fraction of the inner core atoms (red). The ability to partition the SA
calculation into many small force work units will be shown to be critical to the efficiency of the hybrid
GPU/CPU algorithm.
4.2.7 Balancing the GPU and CPU Calculations
With fast algorithms in place to perform the GB force calculation on the GPU and the SA force calculation on
the CPU, the remaining obstacle of combining the two into a hybrid GB/SA calculation requires coordination
of the GPU and CPU computation. First, the right balance of GPUs and CPU cores will allow the Coulomb,
van der Waals and GB calculation on the GPU and the SA calculation on the CPU to be executed in the
same amount of time. Second, partitioning the SA calculation into small force work units will allow the host
CPU to switch between SA calculations and GPU interaction with high frequency, thereby minimizing the
delay of either calculation. While thorough benchmarking of our implementation will judge performance,
examining the calculation process will additionally verify the ideal ratio of GPUs to CPU cores for efficient
performance, as well as verify the simultaneous overlap of the two calculations.
4.2.8 Simulations Carried Out
To analyze performance of NAMD’s hybrid GB/SA algorithm, four test systems differing in size were sim-
ulated on 0-4 GPUs and 1-32 CPU cores. Fig. 4.2 depicts the four tested systems and Table 4.1 lists their
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Name PDB ID # Atoms NAMD SA Amber SA
villin headpiece 1YRI 582 2,706.72 2,706.72
flavodoxin 2W5U 2,412 9,988.72 9,988.72
glycogen phosphorylase 1GPB 13,340 46,106.66 46,106.68
RuBisCO 1IR2 74,926 176,335.86 176,335.90
Table 4.1: Benchmarked protein systems. Listed are associated surface areas, in units A˚2, as calculated by
NAMD’s and Amber’s implementations of the LCPO [54] algorithm.
SA values; hydrogen atoms missing in the PDB structure files were placed by VMD’s [81] psfgen tool.
For benchmarking, three types of simulations were performed, each with increasing computational cost
and solvent accuracy. In vacuo simulations evaluate only the Coulomb and van der Waals non-bonded
forces as defined through Eqs. 4.1-4.3, GB simulations additionally evaluate the generalized Born forces,
determined through Eqs. 4.4-4.11, and GB/SA simulations further include the SA calculation following the
LCPO algorithm as stated through Eqs. 4.12-4.14.
The following simulation parameters were employed for all simulations. A value of 16 A˚ was employed for
the Coulomb and van der Waals interaction cut-off as well as for the GB phase 2 calculation, c.f. Eq. 4.11,
while the GB phase 1 and 3 calculations, as defined through Eqs. 4.8 and 4.10, were cut off at 14 A˚. For GB
and GB/SA simulations, an implicit ion concentration of 0.3 M was assumed [108]. The GB/SA simulations
employed a surface tension of 0.005 kcal/mol/A˚2 [156] unless otherwise specified. A time step of 2 fs was
employed, requiring the SHAKE [157] algorithm to restrain covalent bonds to hydrogen atoms.
Benchmark simulations were run for 620 time steps on a 2.2 GHz multi-core desktop computer accelerated
with NVIDIA Tesla T20 GPUs. The first 20 steps of simulation perform conjugate gradient minimization;
the next 500 steps consisted of NAMD load balancing to optimize parallel performance; the simulation speed,
in units seconds/time step, was averaged over the final 100 steps. Results of the benchmark simulations are
presented in Fig. 4.3 and 4.4.
To verify the computational accuracy of NAMD’s new GPU-accelerated GB calculation and multi-core
LCPO calculation, energy and surface area calculations were compared to those of prior reference imple-
mentations [43, 155]. The relative error, (Eref −Enew)/Eref , of NAMD’s GB energy calculation, determined
through Eq. 4.4, on the GPU, with NAMD’s CPU implementation [43] as reference, is less than 5× 10−6 for
all four benchmark proteins. The relative error, (SAref −SAnew)/SAref , of NAMD’s surface area calculation,
determined through Eq. 4.13, with the Amber [155] implementation as reference, is less than 4 × 10−7 for
all four benchmark systems; total molecular surface areas of the four systems, as calculated by the Amber
and NAMD implementations of LCPO, are listed in Table 4.1.
Hydrophobic solvation energy is a significant contributor to implicit solvent behavior [158], necessitating
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it’s inclusion with GB calculations. The effect of the hydrophobic energy contributions, accounted for in the
SA calculation, was explored by simulating the 2W5U benchmark system using the GB/SA implicit solvent,
employing eight different surface tension parameter values. Additionally, the 2W5U system was simulated
in TIP3P [83] explicit solvent to determine which surface tension parameter values most closely reproduce
protein behavior in explicit solvent. With the experimentally measured surface tension of hydrocarbons
in aqueous solvent being 0.005 kcal/mol/A˚2 [156], surface tension parameter values in the range 0.001-
0.128 kcal/mol/A˚2 were tested. Using otherwise the same simulation parameters previously outlined, the
2W5U system was equilibrated for 1.0 ns, at which time the total surface area, a molecular property closely
affected by surface tension, had reached an equilibrium value. The surface areas evaluated during the
simulations are plotted in Fig. 4.5; for the TIP3P simulation, only the final protein surface area, as calculated
by VMD’s [81] high precision solvent-accessible surface area tool, with a solvent probe radius of 1.4 A˚, is
shown.
4.3 Results
The performed simulations examine the hybrid algorithm by verifying simultaneous overlap of GPU and
CPU calculations, estimating the ideal ratio of GPUs to CPU cores which maximizes computing efficiency,
benchmarking performance and evaluating appropriate values for the surface tension parameter.
4.3.1 Hybrid GB/SA Performance Analysis
Central to fast hybrid GPU/CPU algorithms is the simultaneous overlap of calculations on both processor
types, brought about by the host CPUs coordinating the GB calculation on the GPU with the SA calculations
on the CPU. To demonstrate this coordination, Fig. 4.3 demonstrates, using the Projections [159] tool, the
execution process of a GB/SA simulation of the 1GPB system on multiple GPUs and CPU cores.
Fig. 4.3A illustrates the GB/SA calculation executed on 16 CPU cores and no GPUs. The three phases
of the GB calculation, described by Eqs. 4.8, 4.11 and 4.10, are carried out with SA calculations interspersed
to utilize the CPU when it would otherwise be idle while waiting for other cores to complete the phase; the
lack of idle time (shown in yellow) signifies a highly efficient calculation.
Fig. 4.3B demonstrates how the GB/SA calculation executed solely on 16 CPU cores is accelerated
through the addition of 1 GPU. Because of its powerful computing capability, the GPU completes all
Coulomb, van der Waals and GB calculations in the same time that the 16 CPU cores need to perform
the SA calculation, resulting in a three-fold overall performance increase.
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Figure 4.3: NAMD’s GB/SA calculation. (A) Performance on 16 CPUs only. (B) Performance on 16 CPUs
with 1 GPU added. Colors represent calculations being performed on the processors: three phases of GB
calculation (see text); SA calculation; idle time; communication. (C) Detailed view of host CPU switching
between communicating with the GPU and performing the SA calculation; arrows represent the transfer of
data between host CPU and GPU; for GB phase 1, 2 and 3 calculations: (a) host CPU initializes the GB
calculation on the GPU; (b) GPU calculates a GB phase while (c) host CPU performs SA calculations.
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Figure 4.4: Simulation speed, in seconds / time step, for the 1IR2 benchmark system on 0-4 GPUs and
1-32 CPU cores; speeds for in vacuo (red), GB (green) and GB/SA (blue) calculations are shown.
A bottleneck for hybrid GPU/CPU calculations is the CPU’s limited ability to switch between perform-
ing the SA calculation and GPU-related operations. Fig. 4.3C illustrates the interplay between the GPU
execution and the host CPU calculations. For each of the three GB phases, the host CPU initializes the
GB calculation on the GPU then, while the GPU calculates the GB phase, the host CPU performs SA
calculations. NAMD efficiently overlaps the GB and SA calculations by partitioning the SA calculation into
many short, independent force work units, such that at the completion of each SA force work unit, the CPU
can engage in GPU-related operations, if needed, then return to the next SA force work unit as highlighted
by Fig. 4.3C.
Because of the performance difference between GPU and CPU and the different computational cost of
the GB and SA calculations, it was not known what ratio of GPUs to CPUs would be most efficient. The
best ratio has GPUs and CPUs requiring the same time to perform their respective force calculations. Based
on the data in Table 4.2 and as illustrated in Fig. 4.3, a ratio of 16 CPU cores per GPU allowed highly
efficient performance, while deviating from this ratio resulted in either the GB or SA calculation to become
rate limiting. As both GPU and CPU technologies evolve, the ideal ratio of CPU cores per GPU will also
evolve, both for our GB/SA algorithm as well as for other hybrid GPU/CPU algorithms.
4.3.2 Performance Benchmark Results
The performance of the hybrid GB/SA implementation is demonstrated by the benchmarks, which are
reported in full in Table 4.2 and illustrated for the 1IR2 system in Fig. 4.4. The incorporation of GPUs into
the MD simulation computation offers dramatic performance increases; for example, for the GB simulations
of the 1IR2 system, simulations on 1 GPU are 25% faster than on 32 CPU cores. Additionally, the three
largest systems tested were simulated, with the GB model, 30-35 times faster on 1 GPU than on 1 CPU
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core, while even the smallest system, 1YRI, was simulated 13 times faster on 1 GPU than on 1 CPU core.
The GB/SA simulation of the 1IR2 system executed almost 50 times faster on 1 GPU with 16 CPU cores
than on 1 CPU core alone. The impressive speed-ups achieved by utilizing GPU technology demonstrate
the benefit which GPUs offer to MD computing. While the benchmarks reported here are only for up to
4 GPUs, the hybrid algorithm also operates on supercomputers built from many GPUs and multi-core CPUs
as previously described for GPU-acceleration of NAMD [147].
4.3.3 Testing Surface Tension Parameters
When employing the SA calculation, the surface tension, in units kcal/mol/A˚2, is a parameter of the model,
controlling hydrophobic energy of solvation; is not a physical property measured from the simulation. To
explore the effect of the parameter on a protein system, the 2W5U system was equilibrated through a GB/SA
implicit solvent simulation employing surface tension parameters ranging from 0.001 to 0.128 kcal/mol/A˚2;
the system was also equilibrated through a standard all-atom simulation employing explicit TIP3P [83]
solvent. Fig. 4.5 presents protein surface area arising in GB/SA equilibration simulations as well as the final
surface area of each. The protein surface area is expected to diminish with increasing surface tension as
the latter imparts an energy penalty for the protein’s surface exposed to solvent. The simulations utilizing
surface tension parameter values of 0.004 and 0.008 kcal/mol/A˚2 returned final surface areas closest to
the area of the reference TIP3P equilibrated system, suggesting that employing surface tension parameter
values between 0.004 and 0.008 kcal/mol/A˚2 most closely reproduce protein behavior in explicit solvent.
The experimentally measured surface tension of hydrocarbons in aqueous solvent is 0.005 kcal/mol/A˚2 [156]
which validates our finding.
4.4 Summary
The structural biology community has been well served by technological advances of general purpose GPU
computing, which have made molecular dynamics more powerful and accurate. Already, many biological
computing programs have achieved great improvements in performance through GPU acceleration. As it
is often neither feasible nor ideal to perform all needed calculations on the GPU, it becomes increasingly
important to develop methods for overlapping GPU and CPU calculations. From the present work results
an efficient method for performing GB/SA simulations on hybrid GPU/CPU computers, permitting ex-
tremely fast and accurate molecular dynamics simulations that can be executed, for example, interactively
by researchers.
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Figure 4.5: Surface area during eight GB/SA simulations of the 2W5U system employing different surface
tension parameter values. The final surface area for each GB/SA simulation is listed at right; shown is also
the final surface area resulting from the simulation with explicit (TIP3P) solvent.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
The molecular dynamics (MD) methodology has proven a vital tool for exploring the dynamics of molecular
biological systems [42]. The utility of MD is expanded as the reachable timescales lengthen to encom-
pass cellular processes. The three examples discussed in this work, the theoretical model, implicit solvent,
and advanced computing technologies, represent methods for lengthening the timescale reach of molecular
dynamics. Fig. 5.1 illustrates the degree to which each of the three avenues may affect MD simulations.
Figure 5.1: With the use of theoretical models, implicit solvent, and advanced computing technologies,
molecular dynamics simulations are able to reach longer timescales. The theoretical model of flagellin
translocation enables MD simulations to explore the hour-long process of flagellum elongation. The use of
implicit solvent, over explicit solvent, delivers a 10X timescale improvement, due to faster simulation speed
and accelerated conformational sampling, as demonstrated by the MDFF simulation of the ribosome. The
employment of GPUs for implicit solvent simulations can increase simulation speeds by 10-100X versus a
single CPU core.
The model of flagellin translocation links local and short time properties to overall translocation, allowing
the compression simulations, which cover only nanometers in size and nanoseconds in time, to represent the
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growing flagellum, which grows several micrometers in length over several hours. Such theoretical models [42]
are vital for applying MD simulations to cellular timescale biological processes.
The generalized Born implicit solvent (GBIS) model has long been employed for molecular dynamics
simulations of relatively small bio-molecules. NAMD’s unique GBIS implementation can also simulate very
large systems, such as the entire ribosome, and does so efficiently on large parallel computers. The new GBIS
capability of NAMD will be beneficial to accelerate in simulations the slow motions common to large systems
by eliminating viscous drag from water, thus improving feasibility of 10X longer timescale simulations.
The structural biology community has been well served by technological advances which have made
more powerful the computational microscope of molecular dynamics. Already, many biological computing
programs have achieved great improvements in performance through GPU acceleration. As it often not
feasible nor ideal to perform every necessary calculation on the GPU, it becomes increasingly important
to develop methods for overlapping GPU and CPU calculations as such will achieve optimal performance.
The GPU-acceleration work demonstrated an efficient method for performing GB/SA simulations on hybrid
GPU/CPU computers, making NAMD a highly effective tool for hybrid structural calculations such as
GB/SA. By applying GPU technology to implicit solvent simulations, MD achieves speedups of 10-100X.
The three methods here discussed, combine to lengthen the timescale reach of molecular dynamics sim-
ulations several orders of magnitude, which brings closer the possibility of computational simulations of
cellular processes.
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Appendix A
Pressure - Density Relationship of a
Gaussian Chain Polymer Confined to
a Cylinder
In the following we seek to show that an exponent β ≈ 3 results in the pressure - density relationship
p = γρβ for a polymer confined to a cylinder of radius a and length L. The confinement applies to the
unfolded flagellin in the flagellar channel as studied in the present paper. In our description we consider the
protein to be a linear polymer, i.e., we neglect the detailed structure of the amino acid side chains.
The polymer property is accounted for through a so-called Gaussian chain model [77, 78]. In this
model a polymer consists of N segments represented through vectors rj , j = 1, 2, . . . N , such that the
vector connecting the beginning with the end of the polymer is given by
∑N
j=1 rj . The rj are distributed
isotropically according to a Gaussian distribution
φ(rj) =
[
3/2pib2
] 3
2 exp
[−3r2j/2b2] . (A.1)
Since the distributions φ(rj) are independent of each other, the polymer can intersect with itself. The
Gaussian model, therefore, does not apply well to a description where each segment described through
rj is literally a polymer segment, but rather applies best, though still only very approximately, when the
rj represent large polymer units with a length |rj | = b; b is suggested to be two times the so-called
persistence length of the polymer [78] (see Sect. 2.6.2). The persistence length is the polymer correlation
length characteristic of the directional order; beyond the persistence length, directional correlation of the
chain is lost.
The Gaussian chain polymer behaves like an entropic spring governed by the Hamiltonian [78] (see
Sect. 2.3)
H0 =
3kBT
2b2
N∑
i=1
|Ri+1 − Ri|2 . (A.2)
This behavior follows from the fact that for a polymer with independent segments distributed according to
Material in this appendix, contributed mainly from Wen Ma, is reproduced in part with permission from David E. Tanner,
Wen Ma, Zhongzhou Chen and Klaus Schulten, “Theoretical and computational investigation of flagellin translocation and
bacterial flagellum growth,” Biophysical Journal, 100:607-614 (2011).
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Eq. A.1 any polymer piece involving segments j, j + 1, . . . i− 1 has an end-end distribution [77] (see Chap.
II)
φ(Ri − Rj , i − j) =
[
3/2pib2|i − j|]3/2 exp [− 3 (Ri −Rj)2/2|i − j|b2] . (A.3)
Here Ri denotes the starting point of segment i.
Our strategy to determine the pressure - density relationship for the present polymer model will be to
exploit the relationship
p = − 1
pia2
dF
dL
. (A.4)
Here F is the free energy of the system related to the partition function Z through F = −kBT lnZ. Z can
be expressed through the end-end distribution function ρ(R,R′, N) where R′ is the starting point of the
polymer, R is the end point of the polymer, and N denotes the number of polymer segments
Z =
∫ ∫
dR dR′ ρ(R,R′, N) . (A.5)
The polymer described in Eq. A.4 and Eq. A.5 has to be confined to the cylinder of radius a and length
L. However, the polymer described through Eq. A.1, Eq. A.2 and Eq. A.3 is not confined. In order to obtain
ρ(R,R′, N) for a confined polymer we apply, following [78], to the unconfined polymer a confining potential
V (Rj), to be specified further below. For this purpose we modify the Hamiltonian H0 to
H =
3kBT
2b2
N∑
i=1
|Ri+1 − Ri|2 +
N+1∑
j=0
V (Rj) . (A.6)
The sum over segments is extended from N to N + 1 to include in the potential the term V (RN+1) for
the end point of the polymer. The polymer subjected to the potential V (Rj) exhibits a distribution of its
conformations {R1,R2, . . .RN+1}
Q(R1,R2, . . .RN+1) ∼ exp
− 3
2b2
N∑
i=1
|Ri+1 − Ri|2 −
N+1∑
j=0
1
kBT
V (Rj)
 (A.7)
The corresponding end-end distribution function ρ(R,R′, N), where R1 = R and RN+1 = R′, is obtained
by averaging over the intermediate polymer bead positions {R2,R3, . . .RN}, i.e.,
ρ(R,R′, N) =
∫
dR2
∫
dR3 · · ·
∫
dRN Q(R,R2, . . .RN ,R
′) . (A.8)
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Using Eq. A.7 this can be written symbolically
ρ(R = R1,R
′ = RN+1, N) ∼
∫
dR2
∫
dR3 · · ·
∫
dRN ×
× exp
− 3
2b2
N∑
i=1
|Ri+1 − Ri|2 −
N+1∑
j=0
1
kBT
V (Rj)
 (A.9)
Carrying out this calculation for V ≡ 0 yields
ρ0(R,R
′, N) =
[
3/2pib2N
]3/2
exp
[− 3 (R −R′)2/2Nb2] (A.10)
which agrees, as expected, with the unconfined polymer distribution function in Eq. A.3.
In order to determine ρ(R,R′, N) for an external potential V (Rj) we do not carry out the integration
in Eq. A.9, but rather follow a procedure suggested in [78] (see Sect. 3.2) that determines ρ(R,R′, N) as a
solution of the partial differential equation
[
∂
∂N
− b
2
6
∇2 + 1
kBT
V (R)
]
ρ(R,R′, N) = 0 (A.11)
where ∇2 is the Laplacian with respect to R. This solution must obey the condition
ρ(R,R′, 0) = δ(R − R′) . (A.12)
In the present case, the confining potential for a cylinder is defined through
V (R) =
 0 R inside cylinder∞ R outside cylinder . (A.13)
One can conclude readily from this definition that ρ(R,R′, N) should obey then
[
∂
∂N
− b
2
6
∇2
]
ρ(R,R′, N) = 0 (A.14)
and vanish for R and R′ on the cylinder surface. It should also obey condition Eq. A.12.
Equation A.14 with N = t (time) and b2/6 = D (diffusion coefficient), is equivalent to the free diffusion
equation, solutions of which are well known. In fact, the solution of Eq. A.14 for a cylindrical boundary
condition can be found in [160] (see Sect. 8.6). According to Eq. A.5 we need to determine actually the
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quantity
σ(R, N) =
∫
dR′ ρ(R,R′, N) . (A.15)
In the case of axial symmetry, that applies in the present case, one obtains the solution as stated in [160]
after some simple algebra
σ(R, N) =
∑
µ
∞∑
m=1
Aµm J0(µr) sin[mpiz/L] exp[−D{µ2 + (m2pi2/L2)}N ] (A.16)
where we used the cylindrical coordinates R = (r, φ, z) (φ drops out due to axial symmetry). The expansion
coefficients Aµm are
Aµm =
8
a2L[J1(µa)]2
∫ a
0
r J0(µr) dr
∫ L
0
sin[mpiz/L]dz . (A.17)
In Eq. A.16 and Eq. A.17, J0 and J1 are the cylindrical Bessel functions of zeroth and first order; the
summation index µ denotes the zeroes of J0(µa). Using
∫ a
0
r J0(µr) dr =
a
µ
J1(µa) (A.18)
and ∫ L
0
sin[mpiz/L]dz =
L
mpi
[1 − (−1)m] (A.19)
one obtains finally
Aµm =
8 [1− (−1)m]
aµmpi [J1(µa)]
. (A.20)
We need to determine now (c.f. Eq. A.15 and Eq. A.5 )
Z =
∫
dR σ(R, N) . (A.21)
where σ(R, N) is given by Eq. A.16. Using again the integral values from Eq. A.18 and Eq. A.19 one obtains
Z =
∑
µ
∑
m=1,3,5...
64L
m2µ2pi
exp[−D{µ2 + (m2pi2/L2)}N ] . (A.22)
According to Eq. A.4 the pressure is
p =
kBT
pia2
∂ lnZ
∂L
. (A.23)
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Factoring Z into an L-independent and an L-dependent term
Z = Z1 Z2(L) (A.24)
where
Z1 =
∑
µ
64
µ2pi
exp(−Dµ2N) (A.25)
and
Z2(L) = L
∑
m=1,3,5...
1
m2
exp(−DNm2pi2/L2) (A.26)
one can write
p =
kBT
pia2
1
Z2(L)
∂Z2(L)
∂L
. (A.27)
From this results
p =
kBT
pia2
{
1
L
+
Npi2b2
3L3
∑
m=1,3,5... exp(−b2pi2Nm2/6L2)∑
n=1,3,5... (1/n
2) exp(−b2pi2Nn2/6L2)
}
. (A.28)
One can recognize that the two series arising in this expression converge quickly for α = 3Npi2b2/2L2 >> 1.
In the case of the system simulated in the present case typical α values obey α > 15 and, hence, one may
limit the two series after the first term, yielding
p =
kBT
pia2
[
1
L
+
Npi2b2
3L3
]
. (A.29)
In order to compare Eq. A.29 to the simulation data in Fig. 5 we employ the expression for the atomic
density
ρatom = Natom/pia
2L (A.30)
which permits one to express
L = Natom/pia
2ρatom . (A.31)
One can also express the number of polymer segments N by L0, the length of the totally stretched polymer
main chain,
N = L0/b . (A.32)
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Employing Eq. A.31 and Eq. A.32 in Eq. A.29 results in
p = kBT
[
ρatom
Natom
+
pi4a4b L0
3
(
ρatom
Natom
)3]
. (A.33)
Introducing
ρ˜ = ρatom/Natom , (A.34)
which stands for the density of one polymer chain, one obtains finally the pressure - density relationship for
the Gaussian chain model polymer confined to a cylinder
p = kBT
[
ρ˜ +
1
3
pi4a4b L0 ρ˜
3
]
. (A.35)
For physical parameters typical in the flagellum, the cubic term of Eq. A.35 is one to two orders of magnitude
larger than the linear term; pressure, therefore, is approximately proportional to the cube of the density,
i.e., p ∝ ρ˜3.
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